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ANNUAL PROGRESS REPORT, 1992 
Northean Research Station, Watertown. South Dakota 
J.D. Smolik, Manager 
As a result of the very wet 1991 season. we entered the 1992 growing season with 
adequate soil moisture reserves. This was fortunate because the latter part of April and most 
of May were warm and dry. The dcvdopment of the spring·seeded small pains was also 
aid� by several timely showers in May. Both winter wheat and rye experienced severe 
winter injury and plots were not harvested. A light frost in late May caused only minor 
damage to com in most instances, however, com planted with little or no spring tillage was 
more severely injured. Mid·June th.rough July was cold and wet, which was idtal for 
development of the small grains. Small grain yields were at record levels for this location. 
The cold. wet conditions severely restricted development of both com and soybeans, and 
yields were 1/2 to 2/3 of those recorded in 1991. An early November snow storm 
compounded problems with the com harvest. Forage crop yields were very good. Overall, 
the advantage of diversified crop production systems was very evident this year. Average 
temperatures in July were the coldest on record. The frost·free period (temperatures above 
28°F) was 27 April through 28 September. Growing season precipitation was slightly below 
the Jong term average (Table 1). 
The unusual weather patterns resulted in erratic herbicide pcrf onnance and continuing 
weed problems throughout the growing season. Several heavy precipitation events resulted in 
mid-season weed flushes, which required additional herbicide application. Row crops in 
most instances did not close the row until late in the growing season, which also compounded 
weed control problems. In general, disease and insect problems were minimal in 1992. 
The summer tour was very well attended. and tour topics included spring wheat and 
soybean breeding. herbicide studies, farming systems. forage legumes, small grain diseases 
and small grain variety trials. We thank the are.a Crop Improvement Associations for 
sponsoring the evening lunch and Nick Endres for supplying wagons for use at the tour. The 
fall tour emphasi.7.ed row crops and included discussions on soybean row space studies, weed 
control, com and soybean breeding, weather conditions, insect and disease control and alfalfa 
varieties. 
�: Much of the information in this report is based on ongoing studies, and results should 
therefore be considered tentative. The use of trade names in this publication is not an 
endorsement of the product by either the Plant Science Department or the Agricultural 
Experiment Station. 
Special thanks to Holly Gill for her assistance in preparing this report. 
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Table 1. Growin& Seuon Pncipi1ation 1956-1992 
N.E. Station and Watertown FAA• 
Yw April May ,� July Au1. Sept. Oct. Total Fn>lt·Free 
Days 
indla 
1956 1.80 2.88 6.S6 4.02 6.2S 0.70 2.� 24.65 125 
1957 4.26 S.98 2.85 0.74 5.26 2.12 3.12 24.33 119 
1958 1.41 1.49 2.6S 2.68 0.57 0.81 0.18 9.79 116 
19S9 O.S8 3.47 1.91 1.66 4.69 1.10 1.9S lS.36 110 
J9(,0 1.S3 3.84 4.0S 0.79 1.03 1.30 I.SO 14.04 123 
1961 2.16 S.7S 4.01 4.62 0.62 1.84 1.00 20.00 138 
1962 1.39 5.48 3.98 10.36 1.89 1.39 1.11 25.<,0 143 
1963 1.41 3.54 3.22 S.74 2.51 ... 33 0.68 21.43 158 
1964 2.39 1.07 3.62 2.01 4.22 0.93 0.04 14.21 92 
1965 2.89 6.08 3.66 2.34 2.63 4.33 1.23 23.16 104 
1966 1.49 0.77 1.88 2.19 4.S9 1.53 1.S2 13.97 138 
1967 0.92 0.69 4.S8 1.05 1.13 1.06 0.35 9.78 129 
1968 3.04 2.lS 3.18 2.39 1.S3 2.56 2.00 16.IS 132 
1969 l.S2 3.44 1.96 4.52 2.48 1.86 2.18 17.96 109 
1970 2.00 1.98 2.07 2.29 1.00 1.66 2.01 13.01 148 
1971 1.33 1.78 7.61 1.02 2.93 1.46 S.56 21.69 168 
1972 1.90 7.73 2.92 6.3S 2.S1 0.11 1.37 22.9S 172 
1973 1.14 2.87 1.12 2.05 1.27 3.81 1.39 13.65 183 
1974 1.22 3.37 1.4S 2.09 3.70 0.22 0.91 12.96 141 
197S 4.lS 2.18 4.76 1.2S 2.89 2.28 1.64 19.lS 139 
1976 1.10 1.26 1.49 O.Sl 0.79 1.62 O.S7 7.34 144 
19TI 2.64 2.24 S.78 2.47 2.70 3.67 3.06 22.56 180 
1978 3.38 S.1S 2.26 2.08 2.43 2.32 0.53 18.lS 178 
1979 3.14 2.17 S.78 3.10 S.21 O.S3 3.SO 23.43 162 
1980 0.43 3.09 4.97 1.96 3.82 0.72 0.68 lS.67 lSO 
1981 0.48 0.99 2.73 2.23 1.20 0.52 1.88 10.03 136 
1982 0.3S s.so 1.37 4.05 0.64 2.73 3.11 17.75 17S 
1983 0.70 1.64 3.43 5.45 3.00 2.86 1.30 18.38 uo 
1984 2.88 1.66 7.45 1.85 3.09 1.14 4.69 22.76 147 
1985 1.93 3.90 2.07 S.21 3.65 3.77 1.59 22.12 167 
1986 s.ss 4.64 3.62 4.14 3.11 4.19 0.13 25.38 159 
1987 0.55 2.03 1.20 4.16 S.64 2.44 0.45 16.47 162 
1988 0.59 2.76 0.69 0.86 4.03 2.98 0.22 12.13 144 
1989 2.9S 1.15 1.74 2.41 4.58 1.S6 0.56 14.95 147 
1990 1.04 2.26 S.13 3.73 2.58 2.16 1.78 18.68 136 
1991 4.01 4.41 10.45 2.69 4.37 1.45 0.63 28.01 146 
1992 0.91 1.45 7.9S 3.08 0.7S 3.17 0.02 17.33 154 -------- -......----------------------------�----·-····------·····-----------
___AVG: t.92 J_J)S 3.6! 2�97 2 .. g 1.tB__l.� 11.·2_21 
1°m-11m_ JCf'n-lS� J!ZL111d JCJ'N dill Mmaal_fmm 2-tb9'mwft.f�t 11a�1 
bMI 
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1992 Crop Performance Trials or Small Grains, Com, and Soybeans 
at the Northeast Researcb Station 
R. 0. Hall 
Tb4 c:rop pcrfammncc lati.o,g propllt I.he � Stmoo included small pain,, 
com. and mybeam in 1992. 1bc small gmns under trill W!tt birlC)'. durum. oats, sptin& 
wbcat. and uitiwe. Soybean tmJ.s grown at � wm indudcd Ciroup O 111d Group I nanmty 
lfllUlll'· 
The small gnin yields� excellent in all 1J'iall ('l)ble 2). The IJJD1Jner of 1992 was 
an ideal growing l'C&10l1 for the spring seeded_ .small gni.ns. The plentiful rainfall and below 
avuage tempcmtures in June ud July crcatal an excdlent environment for the spring seeded 
� illlrnl The soybean yicldl in 1992 wre only about '°"65 � of those obtained in 1991. 
This was a relUlt of the below �mp DOil'JW temperatures in June, July, and August which 
n:duccd tlawcrlng, seed xt. and ICed fill �uently, the cool weather delayed the 
maturity of many soybean va:tierie,$ �ting in many green beans and tt.duced yields 
particularly in the ronpr season ifOUPrl varieties (fable 4). 
ln 1992 the early maturity com trial consisted of those hybrids with a maturity of 9S 
days or leu Ind the lite matutity trial consisted of 96 days or more. In the early trial in 1992 
hybrid! had ao yidd 62,4 busbds IO be in the top yield group. In addition, a hybrid had to 
weigh 43.5 lbs or higher to be in the top test weight category and the harvest moisture content 
had to be 20.4 % or less to be in the lower harvest moisture content category. In the late test 
tnal hyhri.d.5 had m attain I yield of 68. 7 bm.bcls or higher to be in the top yield group for 
1992. Likwis.ei for 199.l a hybnd hid to weigh 42.9 lbs or higher to be in the top test weight 
group. In both trials stalk lodging WU o( DD COl'l.ll!qUC11� in 1992. [n the late maturity lrial 
there were no 11gmfic:ant diff� in the fina1 populi1lcm pei- acre. HDiNever, il'I lhc early 
triaJ six hybrids attained a final plant popu1atio1, tha.l was JilrufiCillllly bdaw the other bybridt. 
The harvest moisture content at Watertown should be eo.'31111md wilh some caution. The 
harvest was conducted during freezing temperatures, and the moisture meter may not have 
given a valid reading under such conditions. Consequently, the actual moisture content at 
harvest was likely a little higher than what is indicated in tables Sand 6. The important 
consideration here is that hybrid moisture content at harvest be evaluated on a relative basis 
with one another as opposed to an actual moisture content. 
The 1992 yields in both trials were considerably lower than the 138 bushel per acre 
obtained in the early test in 1991 and the 14S bushel per acre yield obtained in the late test in 
1991. In 1992 test weights tended to be about IS lbs lower and the harvest moisture content 
about S-109' higher than in the 1991 trials. All of these factors were the result of the 
unseasonably cool temperatures in June, July, and August. During this period the com crop 
received only about 7Q..7S� of its normal heat unit load during the growing season. 
Consequently� Lt.tis cool weather slowed groww to the extent Uttt tne:n: \\� pollination, silk 
balling, and smcl set problc1T1S. ln ad4ilion, me coeI ""'e.athtr delayed maturity lO lhc atent 
that hybrids in both trials �CTC ww,Je to reach full mannity bcfon &he first hard mett. 
The results of the noruJ gqrn u.d SO)--bw\ trials and more agronomic: ctl1a art reported in EC 
774(rev.) and EC 77S(rc:v.). cespcctivcly. The publicationi are available ftmn County 
Extension offices or from the Bulletin Room, SDSU, Brooking!!. SD 57001. 
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Tlb1e 2. 1992 Small Grain Trim, NortbeNt Station, Wa&ertown, SD, CPT -------------------------------------------
�Diii, Wheat Oats 
TOlt Tiil 
Variety Name Yield Weipc Vuid)' Name Yield Weipt 
2375 66.1 57.3 Horieoa 173.S 34.3 
BUUc 86 64.7 57.3 Newdlk 169.1 34.9 
Norm 61.6 54.0 Duae 166.4 33.2 
Proepect 61.4 55.0 Troy 163.S 39.0 
Sharp 60.2 57.9 Porter 161.5 38.6 
Amidoa 60.0 54.2 Prairie 161.1 36.5 
Dalen 51.9 55.3 Ope 159.I 33.4 
Nordick 51.8 55.7 Armor 159.0 35.3 
Krom 57.1 53.l Valley U2.l 36.6 
Stoa 54.5 54.5 MOOR 150.6 38.l 
Beram S4.3 55.3 ......... 147.8 37.S 
Vuce S3.8 54.4 Sbeldoa 146.4 36.2 
2371 53.8 54.9 Starter 145.4 38.2 
Gnodin 53.2 56.6 Hyteet 144.1 41.4 
Guard 53.1 56.9 Hucl 140.6 34.2 
GUI 48.7 54.0 Doa 138.9 34.8 
Chris CK 45.8 57.6 Hamilcca 137.S 33.S 
ScUter 134.2 37.7 
Tat Meana 57.8 KeUy 133.6 36.1 
Test LSD (.OS) 8.6 Premier 127.8 38.5 
Test CV - " 9.1 
TOlt Meaa 150.8 36.4 
Te1t LSD (.OS) 13.7 
TellCV ·" S.5 
Bui,:.: Dumm 
Excel 118.7 45.2 Ward 52.9 57.1 
Hazen 115.0 45.9 Rmville 49.6 52.6 
B1602 114.9 47.1 Fjord 45.9 56.1 
Swk 112.9 47.9 Vic CK 43.S 52.4 
R.obuaa 107.7 46.4 Monroe 41.S 54.0 
B1603 106.7 45.4 Sc.ockholm 33.7 47.6 
Morclll 96.6 44.6 
Gallatin 92.1 43.1 
Bowtmn 92.1 46.6 Tiil Meaa 44.5 53.] 
Tiil LSD (.05) 6.0 
TellCV- 9' 7.3 
Test MCIUII 107.9 45.6 
Tesc LSD (.OS) 12.7 
Tell CV· '5 7.0 
Iliii"11 
Maival 53.4 44.6 
Kn.mer 49.9 38.9 
Triw Victoria 44.2 44.1 
Test Me.am 49.2 42.5 
Test LSD (.OS) NS• 
Test CV·" 6.S 
•s��•�••••••••••••••••�•••••••••�•••••••• 
NS - Yield cliffereacca within a column are not lipificaat 
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Tmle 3. 1992 Group O Soy'biNn PerfonnlDce Trial. CPT, NB Farm, Waa«toWD, SD 
Yield Plaal l>ay. lO 
Vqiey �mm BIA Heidt Maturiu 
Anowbmd EXP-92 33.1 32 144 
Sip 74 31.6 25 141 
Ciba Geio 3072 31.S 26 139 
Dml,rea KG-62 29.1 28 142 
Mu.staaa M-10,0 29.2 27 144 
Pioneer 9091 28.7 24 138 
Si,co 80 28.S 30 145 
- DaWIOD, 0-CK 21.4 2S 142 
lllfentale 15546 28.2 30 143 
Pioneer 9061 28.0 25 135 
MJIOW A0949 27.9 26 139 
Muaa..n, M-1040 27.6 29 142 
N.Kina S 07-80 27.4 27 142 
- Sibley, I-CK 26.9 28 142 
Sexauer SX0690 26.5 31 136 
- Dusel  26.1 27 141 
- Swift 25.9 30 138 
- Si.mplon 25.1 26 138 
Hillae.t HC09 l 25.0 21 142 
DeKalb CX096 25.0 28 144 
- Lambert  24.8 22 142 
Muaung M-1000 23.3 28 146 
Anowhead 8450 22.1 27 144 
- McCall, 00-CK 21.8 25 137 
-- Ozzie 21.8 26 140 
- Evms 21.6 27 142 
Profiaeed PS0911 21.2 26 139 
- Glenwood 20.4 23 140 
Pioneer 9062 17.7 20 139 
- Ap;gtZ 13.7 25 136 
Seuucr EX0992 13.4 26 141 
Gold Country • Waer 9.2 22 145 
- Baton  8.3 20 115 
Tiit Mcm111 29.7 28 U9 
Teet UD (.05) 6.2 4.6 
Tell CV - � 12.6 
·7-
Table 4. 1992 Group I Soybean Pe:rfonmnc.e Trial. CPT • NE Parm, Warertown. SD 
Yield Plat :O.y1 to 
Variety Name I/A -,ht Malurity 
Diamond SCl'.M 31.2 24 141 
Top Farm TF t.406 31.l 29 144 
Seuuer sx 1391 29.3 29 140 
DeKalb ex 111 21.7 27 1-44 
Top Fum TF 1200 28.3 24 143 
Star SOI 113 27.8 24 143 
Arrowhead 8600 27.7 27 Grem 
- Sibley. l.cK. 27.4 19 146 
___;_ Parter 26.8 32 147 
Sexauer .EX 1492 26.6 27 14S 
Must.tng M·11SO 25.8 28 Orem 
Pioneer 9111 2.S.8 24 142 
AgriPro AP1347 25.S 27 142 
-- Kasota 24.8 ZS Gnieo 
Golden Harve,t H·1196 24.7 25 GJ'DC:11 
Golden Harve5t X·112 24.4 32 140 
N.KmJ S 12-22 24.2 24 143 
Mustana M-1140 24.2 28 Green 
- Kalo 23.8 28 Green 
- DaW&OD. 0-Ck 23.7 24 142 
Top Farm TF 1SSO 23.4 27 Greai 
-- Weber 23.2 :u Green 
Am>whead 8500 23.1 28 Greai 
ISC Payco 9219 23.0 30 On,m 
Arrowhead 8700 22.3 28 Greem 
- Bert  21.4 29 142 
Aspow A-1662 21.3 29 Green 
Profiseed PS 1850 21.1 26 Gn,eg 
Dairyland DSR 173 21.0 29 0Sffll 
Pioneer 9162 20.S 24 G� 
- BSR 101 20., 29 Green 
Ciba Geiay 3172 19.7 24 Groen 
ICI 0162 19.4 25 Greem 
Dahlgren D31Sl 19.4 26 Orem 
DeKalb ex 121 18.9 35 Gnat 
Pioneer 9131 17.S 26 146 
- Hardin  17.4 28 Green 
- Leslie 16.8 28 Green 
- AJpba 16.8 28 Grem 
- Kcmwood, Il..c.K lS.4 31 Grem 
- Bell (SCN-CK) 13.9 22 Gtem 
Tt.11 Means 23.2 27 
Test LSD (.OS) 4.6 
TCISt CV - " 12.3 
·8· 
Tlble S. 1992 Carn Performance Trial· W.aertown, Nonbeut R.elllll'dl Farm, Euly Mllhlrity - 95 Myt or lea. 
Tell " Final 
Type Yield Weipt Stalk Pop " 
Brucl md Variety Crou BIA Lb/B Lodpd (9CR) Moi.a 
- � � = = = � - s = = � - � • c - • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • c = = s - • = = � � = • • = c  
CM&ill 3427 IX 73.7 35.8 0 21440 24.7 
DeXalb DK462 IX 71.7 36.7 0 20882 24.S 
DeKalb DK401 IX 11.2 42.9 0 21328 19.2 
ISC-Payco S31 2X 70.6 36.9 0 20770 25.1 
Pioneer 3861 IX 68.9 41.6 0 '2Jr170 21.1 
Dm11,m DS962 2X 66.8 35.l 1 21217 25.0 
Se:iaua SX4SO 2X 66.4 38.1 0 20770 24.S 
JCI 8777 2X 66.2 35.0 0 20993 25.9 
Arri,mc AG3SOO 2X 6S.8 34.9 0 10993 25.3 
Top Farm SX 1194A 2X 65.0 42.2 0 21440 21.l  
Pioneer 3921 IX 62.6 46.9 0 20658 19.5 
Dairyland STl 189 2X 61.8 42.0 0 21217 22.6 
DeKaJb DK381 IX 61.0 41.3 0 21217 18.8 
NC+ 1991 2X 60.1 35.2 0 2110S 25.2 
Jobmoa sx 417 2X 
Aagro RX337 2X 59.3 43.2 l 20993 22.2 
Cargill 3637 IX S9.2 36.6 0 21775 24.9 
Northrup King 3808 1X 58.6 37.1 0 20882 24.S 
Agrip:m: AG 3920 1X 57.3 40.3 0 19207 22.8 
NC+ 2190 2X 57.3 36.2 0 20212 25.9 
Pioneer 3787 IX 57.0 42.9 0 21217 23.0 
Ci .  4070 2X 56.6 39.6 0 20993 19.7 
Ci .  4172 2X 56.3 39.3 0 20993 22.0 
Apipro AP194 2X S6.0 33.0 0 20658 25.3 
Jobmon sx 3952 2X SS.I 40.6 0 20993 20.3 
ISC·Payco 402 2X ss.o 36.9 0 21328 23.6 
Carai)I 3927 lX 54.9 35.4 0 2166) 25.1 
Apipro AP 162 2X 54.9 41.9 0 19988 20.3 
Asgrow RX 406 2X 54.4 40.1 0 20547 22.9 
ICJ 8883 2X 50.9 -'0.7 0 21105 23.3 
Seuu« sx 350 2X 49.3 42.8 0 21775 21.6 
Cibs 4120 2X 48.4 38.7 0 'W770 23.3 
Top Pmn SX 119SA 2X 46.2 37.9 1 20993 23.0 
J.Cays&ar KX-555 2X 45.8 31.4 1 21105 24.4 
JSC-P1yco 448 2X 45.] 45.3 0 21328 21.9 
Agrigene A03860 M2X 44.9 41.7 0 21217 22.S 
Ciba 4202 2X 40.4 38.9 0 20882 22.6 
Means 58.2 39.2 0 20963 23.0 
LSD (.05) 11.3 3.4 NS• 1050 NS• 
CVII 11.9� 
•Ns - Indicates hybrid differmces wilbin a colWDD are DOI tipificut 
IIC.oef. of variation - A meuure of experimencal error if value uceeda 16.0" data abould not be uted to make 
hybrid comparillOGS, 
·9-
Teble 6. 1992 Corn Perfo� Trial • Watertown. NonlMlut a-rdl Farm, Late Maturity • 96 clay, or rm. 
T• " PiDal 
Type Yield W-,bt Salt Pop " 
Brad Mid Variclly Qotl BIA Lb/B Loclaed (Kte) Moilt •••••c===�==cc =•••••••••••••••••••••••c�-��a•••••••••• 
Sline992 
HKm, N4242 
DeJWb DX:<485 
ISC·Payco t87 
Xa)'ltar KX-610 
JIICC{IIN 5270 
JOMIOD SX 417A 
Top Parm. SX1097 A 
G. HarYCllt H-2404 
Siaco 1200 
Dahl,rm DS002 
Alpow RX497 
C,arpll 4327 
JSC-Payco 531 
Sip, 1301 
G. Hatvest H-2390 
Stine 1033 
OuJill 5327 
G. Hatveat H-2322 
Alp,w RXSlO 
Ja,cquee 5600 
Siaco 1799 
Pioaciet 3563 
DeKalb DK-S3S 
Dairyland STl 198 
Pioneer 3699 
Top Farm SX 1 JOlA 
ICI 8740 
Ciba 4282 
Top Farm SX 1199 
Memt 
LSD (.05) cv, -
2X 77.6 «J.6 
2X 77.S 43.1 
tX 74.7 39.4 
2X 70.0 41.2 
2X 69.6 41.6 
lX 69.4 44.6 
2X 69.2 41.2 
2X 6S.l 41.2 
lX 64.6 45.4 
2X 64.2 45.l 
2X 63.S 41.3 
2X 62.6 37.9 
lX 62.2 39.6 
2X 61.9 40.6 
2X 60.2 43.7 
IX 59.8 43.9 
2X 59.l 42.9 
lX S8.0 41.0 
IX 54.7 39.3 
2X 53.7 39.2 
lX 53.S .o.s 
3X 50.0 44.3 
IX 49.8 43.6 
lX 49.6 38.7 
2X 49.2 39.8 
IX 47.2 41.0 
2X 42.S 40.S 
2X 40.0 38.0 
2X 29.2 38.3 
2X 18.8 39.3 
S7.6 4'1.2 
1.9 2.5 
9.5 
•NS • Jwlicttes hybrid diff'oninc• within a column ue not lipific:ant 
0 21328 28.l 
0 21663 27.2 
0 20882 29.S 
0 21328 27.2 
0 20993 27.6 
1 21217 27.0 
0 21SS2 27.8 
0 21217 28.1 
0 21105 27.8 
0 21SS2 26.S 
0 21328 28.0 
0 20770 27.7 
0 20658 29.3 
0 20882 28.6 
0 20993 28.6 
0 20658 27.4 
0 20882 26.4 
0 21-MO 29.0 
0 21SS2 28.4 
0 20100 29.2 
0 21105 28.2 
0 21440 2,4.9 
0 21887 25.2 
0 20658 29.7 
0 21217 29.2 
0 21663 29.1 
0 20993 29.2 
0 21440 28.3 
0 21440 27.9 
0 21663 26.0 
0 21187 27.9 
NS• NS• NS• 
lc.oef. of vuwioa. - A mi,uure of� MTOt' ifVllue aceed.t 16.0Sl data tboulcl not be med to llllke 
hybrid COlllpllUCIILI. 
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Rqu[as i04 Piatumtn 
The growing season precipitation wu near normal, however,growing degree days were 
much below normal. The average grain yields are shown in Table 8 and reflect the colder than 
nonnal temperatures and the early fall frost. 
Table 8. Average com grain yields for 
mtrogcfl study, Wall:rtOwll Sti.tion. 1992. 
Rate of N Grain Yield 
lb/acre bu/acre (IS%) 
0 73 
30 70 
60 72 
90 71 
120 63 
Sign. of F 0.10 
Com grain yields were not significantly (0.0S level) influenc.ed by nitrogen addition. 
This is not surprising in light of the limited yields and therefore, HmilOil mtrogm nl:Cds of the 
crop. Soil tests of check plots taken at harvest showed nitrate-N levell cf -0ru;i 14 pounds per 
acre for tht: 1 root dq,tb (4 l lbsl-4 foot). Apprmimaldy 90 1bJ  ofN we rem0,ved· a., com pain., 
and mineralization er Of8jlJtk ma:ru:r over &rn: growing R'aSOn probabJ:, would have eQn1rilnrtEd 
substantial amau.nts ofN. The low 10il NO;-N le\iels. 1i¥0Uld indicate cil.00" gascotl:i o�;en hus 
or movement of the soil N03-N downward due to summer rains. Because denitrific.ation is 
usually confined to the upper 6-12 inches of soil and the deeper soil depths also were low in 
nitrate-N, it is assumed most of the loss of N from the root zone was through water movement 
(leaching). Leaching of nitrogen out of the root mne is extremely unusual in South Dakota 
cs:pecially 011 fi:rm tcJttured JOils. Bow�1 Jrt•wing season rainfall was about 17 inches at this mu:: and waU3'" lb:alding capac:ity in the sprmg was an estimated 12 inches for the four foot soil 
dc_ptlt. Therefore, given Lhe low evaporation and transpiration this season, leaching of nitrogen 
from dlis soil p:rob:lhly � in 1992. 
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SPRING WHEAT BREEDING 
J.C. Rudd and B.G. Farber 
The following trials were conducted in Northeast, SD in 1992: 
Northeast Farm (Watertown) 
Advanced Yield Trial 
Preliminary I 
Preliminary n 
Advanced Anther Culture 
Increase plots 
36 entries 
49 entries 
49 entries 
36 entries 
121 experimentals 
Dean Johnson farm in Northern Day County 
Advanced Yield Trial 36 entries 
Uniform Regional Durum 31 entries 
planted 
04109192 
04/09/92 
04109192 
05101/92 
05/01/92 
04/08/92 
04/08/92 
The data co� f mm our advanced yield tnals are shown In � following 4Bble, The yields 
were exccllern .• averaging; 68 bUihels per acre (bu/a) at Wlltr10wn and 41 bu/a -ai Day County. 
Tho top experimental (SD 0006) yielded close to 81 buta at W.atettOVm. In gcnr:ral. the late 
mallll'mg varieties were the highest yiddtng.. For example, SD 0006 was 7 days later heading 
rlhan Butta 86. One �an was SD 8072. wn.ich yielded very well but is similar to Butte 86 
fn mal1lru y. 
Watertown 
Day County 
SD 0006 
SD 0005 
SD 0007 
SD 0008 
SD 8072 
SD 0014 
2375 
Butte 86 
1992 Spring Wheat Breeding Advanced Yield Trial 
Location Means 
Yield 1W Heading 
bu/a lb/bu days 
68 59.2 70 
48 59.2 65 
Highest Yieldln1 Experimentals 
Yield 
bu/a (rank) 
Watenown Day County 
80.8 (1) S8.4 (3) 
79.1 (2) 61.0 (2) 
77.6 (3) 61. 7 (1) 
76.9 (4) S1.S (4) 
75.8 (S) 52.3 (8) 
75. 1  (6) 54.6 (6) 
73.9 (7) 56.1 (S) 
69.4 (14) 46.1 (20) 
LSD (.05) 3.6 5.5 
c.v. 3.0 6.5 
Height Protein 
inches � 
36 14.7 
2S 15.S 
He.ading 
±Bt86 
7 
7 s 
6 
0 
4 
1 
0 
Anther culture is 'bein& � to supplcma1t ihe uadilional breedmg ptoJWD WitJJ traditional 
breeding Jll'Ogmml, an aver1p tn11e from initial at,s$ to a_ �w variecy is 10 ycan. Anther 
C\llnln: hu &he pot.cntitl of cuttmg this time in hi.If.. In 1hc anther culb.Im trial 11 � 
there \\� �vcn uperimcntals llw )ieldcd equal to or grcatcr than lhe check "Vffldict fBuUe 
86 ad Prospect}. 
TD�dn& �Dal' COIIIII:, 
All WJU51.11.l ti1leing pam:,n WU obSC'Ytd 11 !lay County. � cool1 mahl SUIDDICJ' CIICOUJIJcd 
lil1cr development late in the gmwuig xason. TheR late lil1en did not f1owe: until mid July. 
a manah lfb:r lhe .8owaing ortbc main head. In mid Augmt., the main head wu hllnml amber 
and 11he late tillm � mllgn:::cn. Al � a rqm:senwivc sample fmm each plat � hand 
ha:nrested .and die late tiilen were tcpal'2ted from the main hc:a.d and c:atly li&n. The following 
rcmlls were obtained· 
Tillers 
'Primary' 'Secondary' 
Yield (bu/a) 2S. l 22.9 NS 
Height (in) 24 29 •• 
Spikes/Plant 1.S 1.9 .... 
Seeds/Spike 17 11 •• 
Seed Wt (mg) 28.3 31.6 •• 
Protein 15.8 lS.3 NS 
The column labeled 'Primary' rqnaen.ts the m1.m head and early tillm. 't1le �Sccoodary.­
column is data from the late tillers. The last caharnn indicai¢S tbr 5'a.t.isti.C'a1 stp.fficana: 
(NS= not significant; ••=highly significant) of a contrast of Che primary and secandm:y. In 
summary, the late tillers contributed half of the: total yield. were 13llm-. had haviu s=S, 11nd 
had similar protein COD.I.alt an romparison with the ma.in head and early tillers. 
There wu not a varietal interaction, meaning that all of the varieties examined were similar in 
their producfum of the late til1m. 
·lS· 
SOYBEAN ROW SPACE STUDY 
I. Smolik, L. Evjen and A. Heuer 
The previous crop in the study area was millet and Sona1an at 1 1/2 pt/A was pre-plant 
incorporated for weed control. Poast at 1 pt/ A wu applied for post-emergence weed control. 
Soybeans (var. Simpson) were -.dett on U May at 180,000 teeeb/A in each of three iow 
spacinas: 1•, 14• and 36•. Plots Mft 14' wide and 60' Jona, and each of the row space 
treatments were replicated four times in a randomized complete block design. The 36• row 
space treatment was cultivated twice. 
There wu no significant difference in yield between the 7• and 36• row spacing (Table 9). The 
14• spacing was the lowat yielding. � row spa:c Jlidids hue bml � 111 UJe 
station in each of the wt dltl:c years. In 1990 tbe: lligbs yietd:i wea pnmlly mllimd at lhc: 
1• and 36• spacings. 1n 1991 du: '71 row spacing wu we b\l)wt yJildmJ � Growing 
season precipitation in 1991 was the highest on record at the station, whereas pn,ci.pitation in 
both 1990 and 1992 was near the long·tmn average. Results in these studies suggest that in 
years with near normal precipitation there probably will not be a substantial yield differmce 
between 7• and 36• row spacings. 
Table 9. Soybean Row Space Study, NE Station, 1992 
Row Space Yield (Bui A) 
7flt 
36" 
29.1 
2S.1 
30.7 
FI.SD.as= 4.6 
Average of rour rcplicattons. Soybean vanety Stmpson. 
Plant Stand 
At Harvest/ A 
208,000 
170,000 
158,000 
SOYBEAN POPULATION STVDY 
The effects of different seeding rates on soybtan yields were also measured. Soybean variety 
Simpson was seeded at 150,000 or 200,000 seeds/ A in plots 4 rows wide by SO' long. &ch 
scedin& rate was replicated four times. Plots were planted in 36• rows, and LUlo D wu banded 
at 7 lbs. for weecl control. All plot1 were cultivated twice. There was not a tipi.ficlnt 
ctiffaence in yield between seeding mes (Table 10). 
Table 10. Soybean Population Study, 1992 
Population 
Seeded/A 
150,000 
200,000 
Yield (Bui A) 
25.4 
23.7 
FLSD.os= N.S. 
X vcrage of four replications. 
Plant Stand 
at Harvest/ A 
12S,OOO 
142,000 
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INFLUENCE OF FERTILIZER ON CORN YIELD FOLLOWING ALFALFA 
J. Smolik, L. Evjen and A. Heuer 
The objcetivc of lb.is study was to measure the response of com to N and 
P following alfalfa. The al&lfil was seeded m the spring of 1988, and was harvested in each 
of the three succeeding ym. In the fall of 1991 it wu incmpmded by drnd plowing twsce. 
Soil tests obtained in the fall of 1991 indicated 26 Ib1 of N In the 0.-24 .. deptb. 12 lbs of P and 
200 lbs or IC in the (1.,6" depth. Organic matter WU 2.7Ji. POW' tnsatmcn11.1. (check. ,0 lb, N',, 
SO lbs P and SO lb N plus SO 1bs P) were manged in a nndomizcd � blDck design with 
four n:plicationt. P1ms WeK 4 rows wide (36• t'OV4) and 60' loog. Pcnibzcr WU btoadcasl 
by hand and moorpmlled by ficlcl cultiwting and hatmwinJ. Plots were planted on 4 May with 
Pioneer b121Jd hybrid 3790 n 18�00 stt:4JI A. The middle twO mws of aeb plol were harvested 
(OT yield detaminadon. 
There was a significant diffen:nee (P--.10) in yield between t:rmtrru:ntl 
(Table 11). Application of SO lbs N appearccl to have. a yidd-depressin eff«t. COmJJi:Ucd to 
ll'CaJmcnl.l receiving ,0 lbs of p. � tmldeN;y of nltrogaJ fcrtili7.er LO R!dooe com yieJd� al this 
JCleiUian in 1992 was notL'ld in ether studies (I'lhlcs 8 & 29). Nitrogen fcr1i.liw- can mull in 
dd�yt:d m:atotity. hich m2y have contributed IO red1ad yields. Yield differences between the 
chm,;k and f ertiliLcr tteatmcnlS were not Jignificant. 
Table 11 .  Effect of nitrogen and phosphorous on yield of com following alfalfa. 
Tmttment 
Check 
SO lb N 
50 lb P 
SO N +  SO lbs P 
FLSD.10= 
•Average of 4 replications. 
Yield (Bu/A No2) 
12.2· 
66.2 
74.0 
75.S 
7.2 
·17· 
Flax and Canola Variety Trials 
Kathleen Grady 
A yield trial of released flax varieties and experimental lines from SD, ND and Canada 
was grown at the Northeast Research Station and two other locations in 1992. The purpose of 
the trial was to provide performance data on released varieties to farmer/growers and compare 
performance of experimental lines to established checks in order to identify possible new 
varieties. 
In 1992, 9 experimental lines from the SDSU flax breeding program were tested against 
19 named varieties (checks) and 4 experimental lines from ND or Canada. The trial was seeded 
on May 1, 1992 in a randomiud complete block design with 3 replications. Dry conditions at 
seeding caused differential emergence, but final stands were good. 
The growing season was abnormally cool and wet. There was considerable lodging in 
some plots. All plots were straight-combined with a Wintersteiger plot combine. Yield, 
flowering, height and lodging data on the 32 entries in the test arc presented in Table 12. 
Yields were generally excellent (Table 12). The overall mean yield across varieties was 
3S.l bu/acre. The highest yielding check variety was Linora, which averaged 42.S bu/A. CI 
3311 was the highest yielding experimental, at 42. 7 bu/ A. 
Canola 
A yield trial of seven canola varieties was grown at the Northeast Research Station in 
1992. All the varieties were of the Argentine type (Jkassica DalW.S) and included three hybrid 
canolas. The test was seeded on May 1 ,  1992. 
Plots consisted of seven rows 7,. apart and approximately 60' long. All plots were cut 
back to 54, just before harvest to minimir.e end effects. Soil conditions were dry at seeding, 
resulting in differential emergence-some plants emerged within 7-10 days of planting while 
others did not emerge until 2 weeks later, following a rain. Final stands were excellent, 
however. 
Gmwmg corulioons '\liCRc genmlly Vff'J �� lot � � eoo:l lDd VJ1et 
throughmH mosl of die. -.son, willl 1£mpettntt'P.S JJUJdl belO\V nW'l'mll. The �Cli§ amwn 
diftcrod signifi�y in ltlalUril.)'. llyola tl,  we earua va.rlety1 manmid anmximlWy 105 
days after planting, while Global, the latest variety, required 127 days to mature. Plots were 
harvested on three separate dates because of the maturity differeac:es. All plots were straight· 
combined with a Wint.enteiger plot combine. 
There was some shattering in all varieties but only Global had a significant amount, due 
in part to several days of very strong winds just prior to harvest. All varieties showed some 
degree of infection with Sclerotinia stem rot. Infected stems had a bleached or shredded 
·app;:mmcc � mdueed seed set. Westar appeared to be most �)' � 
Yield, ,oil conte1u, 1oil yield and agronomic data for the seven ca1u,lia: vuieti �i .are presented in 
Table 13. Hyola 401 had the highest mean seed yield (2392 lbs/ A), while Global had the lowest 
(1517 lbs/A). Oil contents ranged from 37.9� for Westar and ICNO 32 to 40.7� for Alto. 
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Table 12. Data on flax varieties and experimental lines grown at the Watertown 
Northeast Research Station in 1992. 
Vatmty baifu- Ga &:;; io #imt 
Yat Yield Flower Height 
(bu/A) (cm) 
Lodging 
(1-9) 
�beri '19 SD-'79 )1 .8 52 10 
Linott CAN-66 28.S SI 70 
Duffcrin CAN-75 31.1 S8 79 
Flor ND-81 34.4 S3 67 
Clark SD-83 29.3 S2 73 
McGregor CAN-82 39.2• 62 82 
Rahab SD-8S 38.0 61 79 
Linton ND-SS 30.0 S6 78 
NorMan CAN-84 30.3 S7 77 
Verne MN-87 32.3 54 77 
Neche ND-88 41.S• 57 77 
Vimy CAN-86 21.9 52 75 
Prompt SD-89 37.0 51 70 
Day SD-90 33.1 52 76 
Omega ND-90 33.4 57 72 
Somme CAN-90 26. 8 54 72 
Flanders CAN-90 38.S• 60 74 
Linora CAN-92 42.5• 55 74 
Cl 3296 Sl)..exp. 35 .1 53 73 
CI 3297 SD-exp. 39.4• 59 79 
CI 3304 SD-exp. 39.0* 57 75 
CI 3307 SD-exp. 38.9* 59 81 
Cl 3301 ND-exp. 39.5• 57 80 
CI 3302 ND-exp. 41.9• 60 79 
Cl 3309 CAN-exp. 38.1 61 86 
CI 3311 CAN-exp. 42.7• 63 80 
CI 3312 SD-exp. 39.2* 62 80 
CI 3313 SD-exp. 34. 7 53 73 
CI 3314 Sl)..exp. 40.0• 57 79 
CI 3315 SD-exp. 27.8 52 75 
CI 3316 SD-exp. 37.2 53 74 
Mikael 22. 7 52 63 
Tes mr.an 35.l sS 16 
LSD (.OS) 4.6 1.7 S 
C.V. 8.0 1.9 4.2 
J.3 
7.0 
s.o 
5.3 
6.0 
2.7 
2 .0 
6.3 
6.7 
S.3 
1.7 
8.0 
2.7 
S.3 
S.3 
8.3 
s.o 
3.7 
4.0 
1.7 
3.0 
3.3 
1.3 
2.3 
3.3 
1.7 
1.7 
3.7 
2.3 
7.7 
1.7 
7.3 
iJ 
L9 
28.1 
Table 13. Results of the 1992 canola ;Yidd trial at the Watertown Northeast Research Station. 
Vrillriely Yield Oil Oil Yield Days to Height Lodging Days to 
(lbs/A) (%) (lbs/A) Flower (cm) (l-5) Maturity 
Hyola 41 2159 39.2 900 46.0 1 15 2.0 105.7 
Hyola 401 2392 39.3 926 47.0 120 1.0 1 17.7 
ICNO 32 2078 37.9 736 49.0 113 1.0 116.7 
Westar )968 37.9 676 53.3 127 2.7 112.0 
Legend 1912 39.3 728 49.7 129 2.3 113.3 
Alto 1940 40.7 7Sl 52.3 120 2.0 112.0 
Global 1SJ7• 40.2 636 59.0 158 1.7 127.0 
Mean 199S 39.2 765 50.9 126 1.8 114.9 
l.SD .05 440 ns ns 0.9 1 1  1.1 1.9 
c.v. 12.4 2.1 1 1 .0 0.9 s.o 34.8 0.9 
• Several days of strong wind prior to harvest contributed to considerable shattering in this variety. 
Date seeded: S/ 1/92 
Experiment design: RCB with 3 replications 
Arca harvested: S4 ft. X 4.67 ft. (all plots straight-combined with a Wintersteiger plot combine 
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Harvest Sclero-
Date tinia 
8/28 10% 
9/4 s� 
9/4 1045 
9/4 25� 
9/4 15� 
9/4 2045 
9/l t  1545 
-2(). 
EFFECT OF MECHANICAL AND CHEMICAL WEED CONTROL 
TREATMENTS ON YlEU> OF SPRING WHEAT 
J. Smolik, T. Machacek, and L. Evjen 
The previous crop in the study area was soybeans. The plot area was fertilized with SO 
lb of NIA, and field cultivated and harrowed. Butte 86 wu seeded at 70 lbs/A on 14 April. 
Plots were. 12' wide and SO' long. The center 8' of each plot was harvested for yield 
determination. Treatments were arranged in a randomized complete block design with four 
replications. The first rotary hoeing was approximately 2 wlcs after emergence and the 2nd 
hoeing approximately 4 wks after emergence. 
There were no significant differences in yield or weed control between treatments (Table 
14). Broadleaf numbers and biomass appeared to be reduced by weed control treatments, 
however, distribution of broadleaves among the various plots was quite variable. The highest 
gross economic return occurred in the 1Vtll'y � lX trcllmCnt. The regression analyses 
indicated 0.09 bushel of wheat was lost for au:h bmadlraf plaJlt per 3 ftt, and that each 20S 
lbs/ A of broadle.af weeds reduced yield 1 bushel. 
Table 14. Effect of weed control treatments on yield of spring wheat. 
Treatment Yield Grass Grass Bdlf Bdlf 
(Bu/A) No./3 ft2 Biomass No/3 ft2 Biomass 
lbs/A lbs/A 
Check 45.� 119 240 58 784 
Rotary Hoe 49.7 144 259 24 368 
IX 
Rotary Hoe 46.7 146 208 27 512 
2X 
Hoelon 2 53.3 142 214 22 28 
pt+Buctril 
1 pt 
Flsd.os= N.S. N.S. N.S. N.S. N.S. 
Weed Gross 
Control Return 
Cost/A minus 
weed 
control 
cost 
$0.00" $146.88e 
$2.37 $156.67 
$4.74 $144.70 
$23.06 $147.SO 
• Average of four replications, grass was primarily foxtail, broadleaves (Bdlf) were primarily 
Russian thistle, ff41"00t pigweed and kochia. 
-Costs include fuel, lubricants, herbicides, repairs. labor and fixed costs. (Lon Henning. 
F.conomics Dept.) 
eAssumes spring wheat selling price of $3.20/A , no deficiency payments included. 
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EFFECT OF MECIIANICAL AND CHEMICAL WEED CONTROL 
TREATMENTS ON CORN YIELD 
J. Smolik, T. Machacek and L. Evjen 
The previous crop in the study area wu soybean, and the plot area was fertilized with 
SO lb N/ A. Spring tillage consisted of field cultivating and harrowia&. Plots were planted with 
Pioneer brand hybrid 3790 at 21.000 fl:l:ds/A on 4 May. Plots wae four tows wide (36• IVWI) 
and SO' long. The center two rows were harvested for yield cletermmation. 1be four ua.tmenll 
were arranged in a randomb:ed complete block design with four replic:alions. The fint 
cultivation was 3 June and second cultivation wu 23 June. 
All of the weed control m:atmmts significantly incn:ased yield and reduced weed 
populations compared to the check (Table 15). Cultivating only once more than doubled com 
yield, and greatly reduced weed populations. nc rqmum &mlyta indDled o.i. � of 
com was lost for each foxtail plant/3 ft2, wbidl -.s Vf!rJ Jlmllv r.o J99J Jl!:SUllJ. FOJ C'.lidJJ 
broadleaf plant/3 ft2 1.58 bushel was lost. 1hc bat .n:lmomtJlps 'M2 oh1ai.ncd with weal 
biomass (R2 ranged from .83 to .94), and a bushel of com wu lost for each 110 lb of foxtail 
pl'Oduced or each 39 lbs of broadlcaves, or for each 128 lb of weeds producecl (grass and bdlf). 
The highest gross income (minus smlx weed control costs) occurred with the Lasso plus two 
cultivations treatment. 
T•'.tc lS� Effect 1Df WCl!Cl amtml on com l'!!ll, weed pc,pnJtrimD and flCm(lmit � 
Treatment Yield Weed Visual est. of Weed Biom.w Weed Gross 
Bu/A numbers/3 ft2 � weed lbs/A dry wt Control Income/ 
No.2 Control wst/A A 
minus 
only 
weed 
Grass Bdlf Grass Bdlf Grass Bdlf control 
costs 
Check 24.0* 190 18 0 0 4573 1023 $0.00" S 48.()(1 
Cultivate 54.8 71 11 S l  48 1087 269 $4.26 $10S.34 
lX 
Cultivate 62 .2 72 3 79 68 256 9 $8.52 $115.88 
2X 
Lauo D, 68.7 99 91 81 96 9S SlS.17 $122.32 
band at 7 
lbs plus 
Cult. 2X 
Flsd.os-= 8.1 42 9 7 t 668 620 
*Average of4' rep1ications, Grass was pnmaiily foxiail, BdU were pnmarily iearoot pilweid; 
Russian thistle, kochia and lambsquaner. Visual estimates of weed control provided by P. 
Johnson. 
'Costs include fuel, lubricanu, herbicide. repairs. labor and fixed cosu. We thank Lon Henning 
in the Economics Dept. for his assistance. 
cAssumes selling price of com is $2.00/bu, no deficiency payments included. 
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EFFECTS OF :MECHANICAL AND CHEMICAL WEED CONTROL 
TREATMENTS ON SOYBEAN YIELD, WEED POPULATIONS 
AND ECONOMIC RETURNS 
J. Smolik, T. Machacek, L. Evjen and A. Heuer 
The previous crop ln 1he .study ara was com wbich bad been harvested for � 
Sprin tillage ooosistcd of di� ud hmawinj. Soybean var. Simpson was plantm ai l SO�OOO 
JltaWA an 14 May. Tn:aimenu were. amnged in a nndomiud comph!:te block delign with 
four rcpllcaJ1on.s. PlotS were four row1 Wide (36• ruw )  and 60' lq. The fim culdvatian was 
lO June. and ICClilDd eultiYilion ft! 2-0 June. 
All of the weed control treatments significantly increased IO}'bean yi,dd (Table t,6), . 
Highest yields occurred in the Cult 2X and Lasso ll plus cult. 2X batmcmts. Weed numbcB 
did not dhTcr between rn::aunents, however, foxtail biomass wu signifieant.11 n:du.ced by two 
cu! u,·a'tioru with arul without Lasso n. The best ndationship between weed populatlon! Ind 
yield (R1�.63) was obtained with foxtail bion� The � 11WJ11s indk:a1Cd • bushel 
of soybean was lost for t.ach 246 lbs! A of foxtail pn,dua::d. lbc bi__ghcst gnm economic gt11m 
occurred in the Cult 2X treatment. 
Table 16. Effect of weed control treatments on soybean yield, weed populations and economic 
return. 
Treatment Yield Weed Visual est. of Weed Biomass Weed Gross 
Bu/A numbers/3 ft2 % weed lbs/A dry wt Control Income/ 
No.2 Control cost/A A 
minus 
only 
weed 
Grass Bdlf Grass Bdlf Grass Bdlf control 
costs 
Check 8.3• 207 18 (/' 0 1861 816 $0.W S43.S8d 
Cultivate 12.3 117 13 60 so 1343 169S $4.26 $60.32 
lX  
Cultivate 16.9 130 s 1S 71 368 1011 $8.S2 $80.21 
2X 
Lasso II, 17.1 124 7 SS 74 413 1187 $15.17 $74.61 
band at 7 
lbs plus 
Cult. 2X 
Flsd.m= 2.0 N.S. N.S. 672 N.S. 
*Average of 4 iiplkauons. Gmss was pnrtiirily toiiill, Mll was pnmiiily ridroot � 
Russian thistle, kochia and lambsouarter. 
'Visual estimates of weed control provided by P .  Johnson. 
ccosts include fuel, lubricants1 hertlkidr, repairs, labor and fixed costs (L. HcMing, Econ, 
Dept .). 
dAssumes soybean selling price of SS.25/bushcl. 
• 
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W.E.E.D. PROJECT DEMONSTRATION 
L. J. Wrage, P. 0. Johnson, D. A. Vos. and S. A. Wagner 
Evaluation and extension demonstration plots provide weed control data for northeastern 
South Dakota. The W.E.E.D. program includes comparisons of labeled treatments for all major 
crops and experimei:ital herbicides available for initial evaluation. 
Demonstration plotJ provide side--by-side comparisons. Rates used are those beat suited 
for the weed and toil type. Plots are evaluated for weed control and crop tolerance. Yields are 
harvested from replicated tests. Data collected are summarized over several years to provide a 
more accurate measurement of expected performance. These plots arc used for tours and arc 
the basis for educational material. 
1992 EvatuatiQn/Demonstration Iests 
1 .  Com Herbicide Demonstration 
2. Soybean Herbicide Demonstration 
3. Evaluation of Foxtail Control in Spring Wheat 
4. Flax Herbicide Demonstration 
S. Sunflower Herbicide Demonstration 
6. Edible Bean Herbicide Demonstration 
7. Potato Herbicide Demonstration 
8. Alfalfa Demonstration 
9. No-Till Bumdown Volunteer Winter Wheat 
10. Foxtail Removal Timing in Com 
Experimental Herbicide Evaluation Tests 
Com Herbicide Additives 
Experimental Grass and Broadleaf Herbicides Com 
Evaluation Activator Agent Com 
Evaluation Post.emergence Broadleaf Herbicides Com 
Russian Thistle Experimental Herbicides 
Atrazine Substitutes Postemerge Com 
Performance in 1992 reflect weather extremes experienced during the season. Below 
normal precipitation in April and May (2.4 in. total), early freeze and cold, wet (11 inches) 
conditions in June and July were major factors. Preemergence herbicides perfonned well below 
average and continued flushes of weeds in late season seriously affected weed control ratings. 
Weed control is rated visually in percent control compared to check plots . 
The cooperation and assistance from station personnel is acknowledged. Extension 
agents identify needs, assist with toun. and utilize the data in producer programs. 
Data reported In this publication are results from field tests that Include labeled 
product uses, experimental products or experimental rates, combinations or other unlabeled 
uses for herbicide products. Refer to the appropriate weed control fact sheet available from 
county extension offices for herbicide recommendations. 
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Iabl� :12. Com Herbkid� IkmQnstration 
Ireamumr lb/A act. 
lkllf 
WfLAt{I D:l�QRPOBA TEI) 
Check 
Eradi�e 4 
Eradicane+atrazinc 4+1 
Eradicane+ Bladex 4+2 
Eradicane +atrazine+ Bla.dex 4+.S+l.S 
Sutan+ 4 
SHALLOW fREPl,Alfi JHCQRPORATED 
Dual 2.S 
Lasso 3 
� Grft ,. 1wth 
Bl!l9l i£4l22 
0 0 
74 30 
82 94 
86 85 
84 80 
74 20 
72 20 
74 30 
SH6LLQ� PREeLANT ItlC.ORPOBA"l ED & EARLl EQSTEMERGEN� 
Biadn&Aceena+COC 2&.0313+.75 qt 16 90 
(.67 oz•) 
fREEMERGENCE 
Atrazinc 2.5 SS 95 
Bladex 3 4S 74 
Dual 2.5 62 20 
Dual 1.67 (>(} 10 
Lasso 3 72 25 
Lasso 2 6S 10 
Ramrod 6 1S 40 
Prowl l.S so 40 
Mon-8422 MT 2.25 84 SS 
ICI-5676 2.2S 86 so 
Frontier l.S 74 30 
3-Yr. Aw:. 
jL(i.[ .I. 
0 0 .. 
80 44 
89 89 
89 81 
91 88 
84 36 
78 37 
79 59 
82 89 
71 97 
64 85 
77 37 
60 21 
80 46 
75 34 
80 49 
64 66 
89 60 
91 63 
• 
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Table 17. Continued . . .  
� Grft J, Ruth 
Treatment lblA �&. 8[4/92 8/�/2:Z 
E81EEMB&G£NCL {Cootitrocd) 
Lasso+atrazine 2+1 65 1S 
Lasso+ Bladex 2+2 65 so 
Dual +atrazine 2+1 72 40 
Dual+ Bladex 2+2 74 so 
Atrazine+ Bladex .1S+2.2S 45 so 
Lasso+ Battalion 2+.3 so 92 
Lasso+ Bladex +atrazine 2+1.S+.S SS 40 
Dual + Bladex +atrazine 2+1.S+.S SS so 
-ICI-5676+ Bladex +atrazine 2+1.S+.S 65 SS 
EARL? f.QSTEMERGENC� 
Prowl+ atrazine 1.5+1  35 80 
Prowl + Bladex 1.5+ l.S 40 95 
Atrazinc+COC 1.S+ 1 qt 40 95 
Bladex + X-77 2+.59' 6S 70 
fBEJ3ME,RGEN�J:i & EARLY POSIEMEBGENCE 
Ramrod&Tough +atrazine 4&.45+.6 
Ramrod&Banvel + Bladex 4&.25+ l .S 
Ramrod&Banvel 4&.S 
fBHF.MEP&ENC� & fQSTEMERGEH�E 
Ramrod&Banvel 4&.25 
Ramrod&2,4- D amine 4&.5 
Ramrod&Basagran + 
84 80 
86 78 
74 95 
70 40 
72 45 
atrazine+ COC 4&.52 + .S2 + 1 qt 65 35 
Ramrod&Buctril +atrazine 4&.2s+.s 62 so 
Ramrod&Banvel + atrazine 4&.2s+.s 55 50 
EAB.1-Y POSTEMJmOENCE 
Accent+ X·77 .0151+.259' 40 70 
(.33 oz•) 
LS D  (.05) 
PPI&PRE: S/7192 Grft = Green foxtail 
EPOS: S/27/92 Ruth = Russian thistle 
POST: 6/S/92 
Planting Date: S/7 /92 
Rainfall : 
1st week 0.10 inches 
*Product/A 2nd week 0.72 inches 
3-Yr. Ave. 
1.CiJ: 
81 8S 
83 15 
82 68 
84 67 
63 77 
73 69 
49 88 
66 90 
S4 95 
76 68 
84 82 
73 95 
63 75 
65 SS 
67 1S 
63 80 
66 79 
IS 22 
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Tab]; LB. Sgxbcml Herbicide Demonstralian 
Teatmc1n DUK!. 
1l4U' 
PR.EPLAt[[ mCg:RmRA'l'ED 
Check 
Tri fie .75 
Treflan .1S 
Trefian 1 
Pursuit .063 
Sonalan 1 
Prowl l .2S 
Treflan +Sen/Lex .7S+.38 
Treflan + Command .1S+.1S 
Tretlan + Pursuit .75+.063 (4 oz•) 
Treflan + Pursuit .5+ .047 (3 oz•) 
Treflan + Pursuit .5+ .032 (2 oz•) 
Prowl+ Pursuit .875+.063 
Prowl+ Pursuit l.25+.032 
Treflan +Pursuit+ Scepter+ .75+.016+.031+ 
Sen/Lex +Command .095+.25 
SRALLOW EREPLAHI lliCORPO&�TED 
Lasso 3 
Dual 2.5 
Lasso+ Treflan 2+.25 
BEl!w\K[ IIU;:ORPOM rrn & !!REEMERGENCE 
Treflan + Sen/Lex&Sen/Lex . 75 + .25&.38 
Treflan&Sen/Lex .15&.S 
f&a;;l;MEllQENCE 
Lasso 3 
Dual 2.S 
Pursuit .063 
Lasso+Senllcx 2+.5 
Dual +Sen/Lex 2+.s 
Lasso+ Pursuit 2+.063 
Dual+ Pursuit 1.25+.063 
Lasso+ Lorox 2+1  
" Grfl  � 1bn.h 3-Yr. A.,·e. 
8/4lJZ 8/f/92 .I.Jir I • 
0 0 0 0 • 
86 60 
85 60 90 78 
88 65 
80 90 84 95 
88 75 90 85 
82 20 86 so 
84 SS 88 76 
88 so 88 80 
92 95 94 94 
86 90 
84 80 
86 98 91  96 
84 75 
86 98 
60 so 75 60 
65 20 76 43 
62 45 73 58 
84 84 92 91 
84 80 91 88 
72 30 87 so 
74 10 87 44 
6S 80 83 92 
72 40 89 79 
70 35 87 76 
78 75 91 88 
72 72 
40 30 74 54 
• 
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Table 18. Continued . . .  
% Grft % Ruth 
Treatment lbJA lkt. 
Bdlf 
8[�/92 B.ljl22 
fBJSEMERGENC� & POSTEMERGEHCE. 
Lasso&Pursuit+ X· 77 
l.asso&.Sceptcr + X-77 
Lasso&Basagran+COC 
Lasso&Bla.zer+ X-77 
Lasso&Cobra + X-77 
Lasso&Blaz.er+ 
Basagran + X-77 
I asso&Pinnacle+ X-77 
Lasso&Classic + X-77 
Lasso&Pinnacle+ 
Classic+X·77 
Lasso&Basagran + 
Pinnacle+ X-77 
Lasso&Pursuit + Basagran + 
COC+28% N 
!.QS'1EMBROENC£ 
Poast Plus+ COC 
Option II+ COC 
Select+COC 
Fusilade +Coe 
Fusion+COC 
Assure II+COC 
Pursuit+X-77+28% N 
Poast Plus+Bla.zer+ 
Basagran +coc 
Assure n +Pinnacle+ 
Classic+ X-77 
LSD (.OS) 
PPI&PRE: S/14l92 
POST: 6/23/92 
Planting Date: S/14/92 
*Product/A 
2&.063+ .2S% 76 82 
2&.063+.S% 16 6S 
2&1 + 1  qt so 80 
2&.S+.S% 6S 70 
2&.2+.12S% so 98 
2&.38+ .2S + .38 so 40 
2&.0039+ .25� so 9S 
(.2S oz•) 
2&.0117+ .25% SS 20 
(.25 oz*) 
2&.0039+ 
.0039+.25% SS 98 
2&.5+ 
.0039+.2S% 60 90 
2&.032+.S+ 
1 qt+2 qt 84 70 
.2+ 1 qt 98 0 
.079+ 1 qt 98 0 
.094+1  qt 96 0 
. 187+ 1 qt 92 0 
. 166+ 1 qt 96 0 
.048+1 qt 94 0 
.063+ .2S% + 1 qt 88 85 
.3+ .25+ .S+ I qt 88 80 
.063+ .0039+ 
.0039+.25% 78 98 
Grft GteeO foxtail 
Ruth = Russian thistle 
Rainfall: 
1st week 0.03 inches 
2nd week 0.34 inches 
3-Yr. Ave. 
.LCiJ: ji 
91 84 
89 74 
74 84 
82 86 
74 96 
1S 73 
73 94 
77 <,() 
76 9S 
76 89 
.... 
95 0 
95 0 
90 0 
94 0 
77 82 
90 80 
1S 22 
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SOYBEAN BREEDING 
Roy A. Scott 
The soybean breeding program conducted ,cveral yield trials at the Northeast research 
farm in l99'!w These uaJ� included coopcr:ative. S11Pies wiih Nan.b Di·k:ora State University and 
Uni\lmlty rtd' �. National 50}'bcm umfittm ta.ting program, ud breeding lines for 
vuic.ty devdopmml. Thi! rq,ort incl� l'Cllllts of breeding line yield trials. 
We tested 100 advanced lines (lines in their second j1li1t' Df yimd tc.imns}J and1 184 
preliminary lines (lines in their first year of yield testing). Ad� Jina ilmluded lO in 
maturity group O (MGO), and 70 in maturity group 1 (MGI). Preliminary yield trials included 
both MGO and MGI in the same tests. Advanced lines were tested with three replications, and 
were grown in three other environments (Table 19). Dakota Lakes inigated and non-irrigated 
tests were considered two separate environments. Preliminary lines were tested in two 
replications, and were grown at one other environment (Table 20). 
Crop development was slow, and the growing season was extended due to cool 
temperatures. Except for earJy MGO lines, soybean lines did not reach physiological maturity 
at Watertown (95% pods tum brown color) before the killing frost. However, all lines were 
mature enough to produce normal seeds, and acceptable yield data. 
Advanced Yield Trials 
Table 19 summarizes advanced yield trials, and includes data from all environments at 
which a test was grown. In MGO, overall location mean yields at Watertown were not 
statistically different from Brookings. Overall mean yields both at Watertown and Brookings 
were lower than the combined mean yields across all four environments. Mean yields at Dakota 
Lakes irrigated and non-inigated were not statistically different, and ranked higher than 
Brookings and Watertown. They were higher than combined mean yields. In both MGI trials, 
Watertown produced the lowest mean yields, which were l� llw1i combined mean yields 
(Table 19). The highest mean yields of MGI were pflldue:ed 11 �d.. In one MGI trial, 
Brookings and Dakota Lakes inigated produced similar yields, while in the other. Brookings and 
Dakota Lakes non-irrigated produced similar yields. 
Overall mean yields of experimental lines in both maturity groups exceeded check means 
only at Beresford. Mean yields of the top 10% experiment.a.ls exceeded check means in all MGO 
trials. At Watertown, mean yields of the top 109' experimentals exceeded check yields both in 
MGO and MGI trials (fable 19). Despite the abnormal year, CV's in most advanced yield trials 
were within acceptable limits. Trials that produced CV's of 16 or greater were eliminated from 
the combined analyses. 
Preliminary Yield Trials 
Yield summaries for preliminary yield trials are presented in Table 20. Overall mean 
yields of preliminary yield triab st Brookings were statistically greater than Watertown. 
Individual trial m� yields at. Brookings wm greater than combined mean yields of both 
locations, while at Watertown they were lower. At Watertown, the MGO check yielded higher 
than the MGI check, while at Brookings, MOO check yielded higher than MGI check only in one 
of the four trials. In most cases, both MGO and MGI check mean yields exceeded trial mean 
yields at Watertown and Brookings. 
Conclusion 
Yield tan.I dnta were enwuragi:ng, de5pite the cool growing season. Our data revealed 
advanced lines in bodl MOO .Ind MGl with IOod yield potential. These will enter the uniform 
tffiing sy5tem in 1993 to underg-o man:- tt.rfn&(mt testing. We also have some lines that merit 
funher tcsting in ad.vmtced yi.ekf trials in I 991. 
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Table 19. Summary of advanced soybean yield trials at four environments in 1992. 
:&:pcr.imenl and Ell.v.imrunent 
maturity group 
Overall 
1. MGO Combined 29.3 
Watertown 26.0 bt 
Brookings 2S.6 b 
D.L. (Non·irr) 32.2 a 
D.L. (Irr) 33.2 a 
2. MGI Combined 30.6 
Watertown 21.7 d 
Brookings 29.8 c 
Beresford 38.6 a 
D.L. (Non-irr) 32.6 b 
D.L. (Irr) 30.S c 
3. MGI Combined 27.8 
Watertown 19.5 d 
Brookings 26.7 c 
Beresford 37.0 a 
D .L. (Non-in') 27.2 c 
D.L. (Irr) 28.7 b 
D.L. (Non-irr) =Dakota Lakes Non-Irrigated. 
D.L. (lrr)=Dalcota Lakes Inigated. 
Ml2ll yu:!d (bu/IL) 
Top 10%t Check§ 
34.0 31.3 
33.9 29.3 
32.1 2S.3 
39.9 34.9 
39.2 3S.8 
34.3 34.0 
30.5 23.9 
35.1 37.1 
43.2 37.S 
37.7 37.3 
35.9 34.0 
32.7 3S.7 
28.1 24.6 
32.4 34.9 
44.1 46.0 
31.5 33.6 
34.9 39.3 
1cv1 
13.4 
10., 
13.2 
IS.7 
11.7 
13.2 
11.1 
10.7 
10.3 
18.3 
11.6 
16.3 
17.5 
9.0 
10.9 
22.0 
16.7 
tEnvironmcnts within the same experiment with the same letter are not significantly different. 
iYield of the top 10% of experimentals (check yield not included). 
§Maturity group O (MGO} dla=umbert:� Matudty group 1 (MGI) check=Parkcr. 
1CV indicates trial JJRC,iuon: trials with :mmlh:t CV 's are more precise. 
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Table 20. Summary of preliminary soybean yield trials at two environments in 1992. 
Experiment Environment Mean yield (bu/a) cv, 
Overall Check§ Top 10%t 
MOO MGI 
L Combmcd 26., 31.4 26.4 28.4 10.3 
Watertown 24.1 at 31.3 25.4 23.3 a., 
Brookings 28.6 b 34.2 27.4 33.4 11.2 
2. Combined 2S.1 30.S 25.9 28.0 12.8 
Watertown 11.3 b 27.7 20.1 20.0 11.3 
Brookings 30.2 a 3S.4 31.6 3S.9 13.3 
3. Combined 26.S 31.6 31.3 32.1 9.6 
Watertown 24.3 b 30.3 29.0 26.6 9.7 
Brookings 28.6 a 34.0 33.6 37.6 9.4 
4. Combined 23.2 27.7 26.6 28.6 9.4 
Watertown 18.7 b 25.3 23.3 20.! 11.9 
Brookings 27.7 a 32.0 30.0 36.4 7.S 
-
f&vironmenu wilhm die same cspeiimein willl lbc wne J� a.re not 1ign1ficull� ,difict'IIU� 
$:Yield Of du: top 109o of ap:runerual1 (check yitld Dot included). (COntaim both fflIIDOl)' 
groups) 
§Maturity group O (MOO) chcck=Lambe:n.; Manuity group 1 (MGI) check=Parker. 
1CV indicates trial precision; mah with mwJtt CV more precise. 
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Sprina Wheat FoUqe Funalclde Trials 
G.W. Buchenau, Shaukat All & J.D. Smolik 
Foliage fungicide trials conducted at the nonhcast experiment station were part of a 
program designed to test tt,c validity or btnspcx 1'fCdiction sysu:ms and related spn.y advisories, 
and also m pmYidc addidonal data krr improwlg th.eia �  A second experiment in the NE 
feli.:oq � Pierpont) was lbandancd due LO u� !ale tiUa development caused by early 
season drought and subsequent rains. 
Materials & Methods; 
Buue S6 wu p1mled May 1 Vffl1I a gtlin drill designed to plant small plots S' wide by 
1� 1 lDng. 11- plots were scpuatea hy a otie foot space on each side. and a S ft alleyway at 
dtbcr end. "Fqidde: Lreatments wm: amanpd in a randomiz.ed complete block design with S 
ep.lic:;ado.ns. 1.be land had• _p.RWiausly UOJ.,ped to wheat for several years, and a moderate 
1!Ve1 1of wheal mslde \VIS JJICS111L ·on lhc soil 1,urface at planting. 
Fungicides w12 .applf ed With a C02 Pfe!SUrized spray rig calibrated to deliver 30 gallons 
,of liquid Jcr acre at 30 p.si. As originally planned, fungicide schedules were based on 1) 
1Tmditi.r:uu1l' � sclmutu ad doiigcs for the fungicides, and 2)weather driven 
sdmdJllcs- based DD &he � Md li:miqg of infection periods. Tilt and mancor.eb were 
.applied at the recommended n.tc1 of n oz aitd_ 1.6 lb ail A per application, respectively. Since 
Tilt can be applied no later than growth stage 8, only mancoieb was used in weather-driven 
application schedules. 
In addition to :funglwle application, J.20 Ib/A of KCl wu bT� -m1 tha mdiOilU!d plots 
on 13 May t when plants wen: in the 1T2 leaf� Prqllant mil mmpla m� ·Qlat 1h,c laiJI 
chloride level was 1ow (20 lb/A) a.ml there was a high probability of m yield mspome IO� 
Infection periods were detennined using our SEPTORI modification of EPINFORM, a 
system originally deveJoped for Septoria diseases in Montana. Growing degree days (ODD, 32°) 
F Base) were used to predict maturity of the crop, and predicted growth stages were corrected 
by actual crop development as the season progressed. Cool temperatures lengthened the 
growing season about 10 days based on degree day accumulations. 
Plots were harvcsu:d on 21 Sept., well after maturity due to inclement weather and 
uoawllahiliiy of hmve&ting·equi:pmen1. 
Results: 
Overwintered straw was examined on 13 May for coloniz.ation by the tanspot fungus and 
other common pathogens of wheat. No psuedothccia ofbJ;mqpJu;q Jrjtid:msnds ttbe bmspot 
pathogen) were detected although the straw was heavily colonized by - and 
8todmania spp. Perhaps the previous epidemic of wheat scab resulted in reduced colonization 
of ltraw by lhc lanSpOt fungus. 
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EPINFORM indicated that weather/inoculum relations favorable for tanspot/septoria 
infection occurred on 6 occasions during the growin& season. These were 27 May, 6 and 16 
June, and 1 and 10 July. 
Disease developed mativcl} J.lowiy. probably becamr of llm low Jevd of primary 
inoculum Dn 'lh£ ovef'Wi__IIter'Cd straw. By 1S Juna (Fee.Jcr.s: � 8) lhm. were about J tan spot 
k.sionJ per_ tiller (mp S leavcs)1 vinually none on the rap 3 leaves. Using Rtet of disease 
ill� bucd on 1nJit analysis. di,nse incmlJed at a slow rate of 0.07 logits per day between 
15 Junc. and 23 JuJy, tun ra:pid)y incttascd at 0.3S logits per day. Detailed disease notes taken 
oo 1-4 and 30, July IJ"C pmcnted in Table 2 J along with yield and kernel weight. 
Tbm! wu no effect of KCI art any of the variables measured, but fungicide tre.atments 
.significantly a:ffoctcd all panrnetus aa:pt kemeJ weight. Mancozeb applied on June 22 (boot) 
.and on July 6 (anlhcsi.s) wu we most effective tielbnent although the yield tmprov,emcnt (about 
4 bu/A) wa marginal from III economic "icwpainL An early rnancov:b application (15 June) 
did not provide addmanal contmJ of leaf spot nor did it improve yield. 
Single degree of freedom comparisons w� KCJ treaunenLS wem_pgo?ed into,appm� 
mancozeb schedules detected slight but significant improvemmt in t.anspot conttul from tbe arly 
mancoz:eb application (A+B+C vs B+C). Similarly. T'tlt � shgbt buuigrdfieant diwse 
control, but not as good as mancozeb applied later. Clearly most disease stress occurred later, 
when Tilt was losing its effectiveness. 
A cathcr-d.m.'en spray schedut-c triggered by the otWJ, cnce al an EPlNFORM uul!etion 
period followin.g gmwlh sta_:gc 8, and triggered again by a ubsequml W'mioD period was 
lderilical lB the Mm:oz.dJ B+C treatment and the data were pooled far these trtannent.i.c A 
*Ond waathtr-d.rivm schedule. lri&geml by infection period 4 following the boot stage resulted 
in 1 1-ingle lalC applii;:atiou ar Ma.ncoub that reduced disease significantly compared with the 
unsprayed p1ots but did not improve yield. This 'C' schedule did not control disease as well as 
the B+C schedule. 
Take-all caused by the soil-borne fungus Gaumannomyces erarninis developed in � 
patches in the plots. Analyses of covariance using take-all as a covariate did oot appreciably 
change treatment effects on yield. 
Wheat scab (fusa.r;ium IO[l)lQGWm) also developed in the plots to moderate levels. 
Analysis of samples indicaled 1lw 79 of the heads had scab 'hits', and these affected about S� 
of the florets. No scab control from fungicide treatment was evident. 
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Table 21. Foliage fungicide effects on diseue and yield of Butte 86 sprina what It the NE 
Farm in 1992. 
Leaf Spot Jtatin& 
Treatment & Fla& J,af Secmd WhoJ� Date(s) Applied' i.c lJaDr 
KCI 24 July 30 July 30 July 24 July Yidd wt. 
lb/a " " • (0.9) bu/A ma 
None 0 33 70 85 7.2 41.5 25.17 
None 120 26 70 87 7.2 40.2 26.17 
1ilt, A 0 21 51 15 S.2 42.0 25.67 
Tilt. A 120 16 61 63 6.7 40.0 24.13 
Mancozeb: B+C 0 3 24 47 4.1 44.4 26.09 
Mancozeb: B+C 120 1 18 48 4.9 45.3 25.67 
Mancozeb: 0 2 14 34 3.8 44.1 27.17 
A+B+C 
Manco7.eb c 10 13 48 71 4.S 42.7 26.17 
PLSD.m 9 18 12 1.3 2.87 (2.41) 
I Application Dates: A •June 15, Feekes staae 8, 1200 depee days since 
planting 
B•June 22, Feekes 10 (Boot) 1400 depee days since planting. 
C•July 6, Feekes 10.S (Anthem) 1800 depee days since plantin& 
2Whole-plant ratings on a 0-9 scale where 9=foliage completely dead. 
ALFALFA CVL11V AR YIELD TF.ST 
E.K. Twidwell, K.D. Kephart, and R. Bortnem 
One aUaifa cultivar )icld experiment was c:ondoetod at I.be NE station during 1992. This test 
wu cxmd uctc.d u, dttertnrne yield pcru,rmanee orvmous al&lfa cultivars and experimental lines 
when puwn in NE Sovlh OUDla. 
Thu cxpcrimc:nt \Vil plano:d in 1990 and cauistcd of 36 cultil'DI (fable 22). 1brcc: 
lhln•ats wm- made in 1992 with a_vcrap yields �I from L05 TIA for lhe third cutting la 
1. � TI A for the JtQX1d cutnng. Within each cuuing � � si&nificaru diHcrenccs !mmd 
1:mong the cultivan. The � 1.0lll yield ll\ 1992 WU '· 14 TIA, 111d the l'WO-ycu IVel'alC 
Jield WU Ss66 T/A with some lignifu::ant cultivar diff'en:ncc:s fiJund in adl case. Avcrqo u.l 
i.dd• oblaincd in 1992. were about 3 T/A lowe-r than lhoSc reported in 1991. TitiJ iau1t WU 
probably due to the fact that only three cutting., were mken m 1992 compan:d ta four 1n 1J91. 
Also during the winter of 1991�92, there was an inadequate U10unt or IIUf\Ji covu ptc.sent ud 
some amount of stand deterioration was noted for lhc earl)' sprint g:ro\lllh. All pl'otl v.i;:re 
visnaUy mtrd far itand density on t.uy 14. 1992. A healthy "5tand ( UX,�) wu _giv� a ati.n, 
of JO. 1 SO s&and wu given a nting of s. and & dead stand wu given a ming or O. ResullJ 
iruiicatcd chat Ihm wr:re $OmC � � found among the cultivan rnt �d density 
(Table 22}� 11 wu inteteating to note that all.hough. tmnC or 1hcx p?ots Joaki!ld prett)' bad during 
lhc early pan of the .spnn� Ibey seemed 10 reccn-cr well and for the SCt'Oll.d l:Kl third cunings 
mmi of I.he plots looked fairly uniform in ICmls of lhc alCi.lla eanopy. Tbcre 1lla)l have been 
diff� ii rtual llalld ck:n.sity. but m order u, JtcUTaldy mmuro &hb lhc plo� would have 
to be ucav.md and roots counlat lt shm.tld also be noted that there was no weed encroachment 
in the plots that suffered severe stand deterioration. 
This experiment will be conducted for one more year. This experiment has been a 
meaningful one because it involves the influence. ofwmtcr injury on a hie,hly productive l1falfa 
stand. Yields and stand densities will be recorded apin in 1993. Predpiwlon re,;:aved during 
the fall was adequate and therefore the soil mJUtUrc cotufitmo.s mould be such Lhai a. highly 
productive first cutting may be anticipated in 19 3. 
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Table 22. Forage yield of 36 alfalfa cultlvars planted May 4, 1990 al the Nonhcastem Research 
Station, Watertown, SD. 
1000 11il 1902 "'°' 
1 .Cul 4.Cut Cut 1 Cut2 Cut3 3·Cut 11 to 92 2-ytar 81-nd (•) 
Total Total 8/10 7/21 1/21 Total Av•r•t• Av11a9, Dtnalty 
G•t11 930 
15364 
IH2 
MN GRN·14 (b) 
Muttoonu 1 
Dawn 
Perry 
VS-Nl (b) 
80HL1 (b) 
Gent84S 
WL317 
Alltglanc, 
Wrtingler 
Mulll-pRer 
Saranao AR 
H·174 (b) 
8137N (b) 
8X217 
G·2&41 
120 
Baker 
Aggre11or 
MTO 882 (b) 
Centurion 
Fllnl 
DK122 
G-2833 
80HBI (b) 
VIP 
8132N (b) 
Crown II 
Vtmal 
Wl.225 
11M1N (b) 
H·1&4 (b) 
AFYF II (b) 
ton• OM I •ort 
1.IS2 7.58 ,.ea 2.00 1.34 4.92 e.24 
1 .ea 7.39 1 .82 1.N 1.27 4.8! t.12 
1.•U• 7.30 1.&4 2.00 1.10 4.72 e.01 
t.42 7.11 1.80 1.17 1.21 4.17 I.to 
1.84 7.40 1.13 1.12 1 .  us 4.151 &.15 
1.68 7.14 1.41 Ul1 1 .115 4.31 UMI 
1.155 7.20 1.111 t.17 1.10 4.53 1.17 
1.118 7.71 1.24 1.78 1.0t 4.01 8.18 
1.51 e.e:1 1.1,2 2.1:Z 1.10 5.04 S.93 
1.155 7.24 1,43 1.87 1.10 4.40 1.12 
us I.It 1.63 1.90 1.20 4.83 6.11 
U7 7.11 1.43 1.78 1.19 4.37 1.78 
1 .53 7.04 1.64 1.88 1.09 4.151 &.n 
1.17 7.81 1.09 1.84 1.05 3.77 &.73 
1.42 7.18 1.34 1.81 1.10 4.24 8.70 
1.48 7.44 1.20 1 .18 1.07 3.95 15.89 
1.153 7.33 1.H 1.82 1.07 3.te 15.84 
1.68 7.29 Ult 1.72 1.07 4.00 5.84 
1.93 7.44 1.14 1.88 0.96 3.77 5.80 
1.64 7.23 1.27 1.75 o.ee 3.87 S.80 
1.68 7.22 1.30 1.70 0.97 3.98 5.&CI 
1.46 7.13 1 .30 1.71 1.04 4.05 15.159 
1.60 8.40 1 .77 1.IHI t.02 4.77 6.58 
1.59 7.eo 1.03 1.54 1.00 3.50 &.68 
1.83 8.Cl2 1.34 1 .78 1.07 4.18 6.65 
1.59 7.42 1 .11 1.61 1.01 3.98 IS.H 
1.&9 7.150 1.08 1 .53 0.85 3.&4 15.152 
1 .93 8.55 1 .ea 1.94 0.93 4.411 1.52 
1.ee 7.47 0.94 1.H O.Cl2 3.45 15.48 
1.49 7.02 1.27 1.80 1.00 3.87 1.44 
1.83 7.33 O.N 1.53 0.81 3.43 I.SI 
1.64 ,.11 1.39 1.70 0.93 a.n l.31 
U2 7.23 1.08 uo 0.84 3.90 15.37 
1.17 7.24 0.89 1.40 0.90 3.29 11.21 
1.15 7.0t O.tCI 1.45 0.87 :u1 15.25 
1.69 5.Cl5 1 .74 1.92 0.90 4.45 1.20 · ��"" ""' ' " " ... ,--. ·,r · .,. . .  �. · - ....,. - -
• % • • raUng • 
110 7.3 
108 IU 
108 I.& 
108 1.0 
105 1.1> 
10& 1.0 
104 7.1 
104 8.6 
103 ,.o 
103 7.0 
103 7.8 
102 t.o 
\02 1.5 
101 8.3 
101- 7.1 
101 1.0 
100 8.5 
100 e.s 
to 1.6 " 1.3 
" 1.5 " 1.6 " 9.0 
Cl9 1.6 
91 7.15 
ti I.I 
88 5.& 
07 9.3 
88 15.8 " 7.0 
• I.I 
16 1.3 " e.o 
13 IU 
03 4.0 
82 0.0 
AVERAGE 1.&e 7,18 ,..,. 1.76 1.0I 4.14 e.ee 7.1 
M•turlty (o) 4.00 4.10 4.10 
_L!ID o. 0.!7 on o�e 0,1.lt o e ,u1e 1.1. ,c,, ,-or. rat!td lor •\and dtntll)' an 1• M•Y 1m. HH.llh,; 11aru::I• 10 t•� 1.iandJ, 
10% eland•I, 10% atand•1, and dtad plol1•0. 
(b) Ekptrlmental Hn•, nol ourr,nUy miirktl1d. 
(o} K1lu ind Flak (1883) Index, mean •tag• by count. 
(d) NS• MHnl among oulUvara not 1lgnlfloanUy dlHtr1nt at the 0.06 l1v11 of probability. 
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FARMING SYSTEMS snmm, 1992 
Principal Inyestiptors! 
Jim Smolik (Project Leader), Jim Gc:rwing, Diane Rickerl, Tom Schumacher, Howard 
Woodard, and Leon Wrage; Technicians: Loyal Evjen, Tom Machacek , Pat Weiland 
and Allan Heuer. 
Coo,pcrators: 
George Buchenau, Tom Dobbs, Jim Doolittle, Paul Everuon, Paul Johnson, 
Kevin Kephart, and Lon Henning 
Introduction: 
The fanning systems studies were established in 1985. The systems consist of three 
or four year rotations. These arc-comparatively long-term studies, and 1992 marked the 
eighth year of data collection. We also completed at least two cycles of all rotations in all 
studies. Study I, with an emphasis on row crops, was concluded in 1992. Study n will be 
continued at least one more year. The plots are relatively large scale (3000 sq. ft. in Study 
I and 2000 sq. ft. in Study m in an attempt to minimize border effects. The systems and 
rotation schedules in Study I are: ALTERNATE (no commercial fertilizer or pesticide and 
no moldboard plow), oats/alfalfa - alfalfa - soybean • com; CONVENTIONAL, com -
soybean - spring wheat; RIDGE-TILL, com • soybean • spring wheat. The systems in Study 
n arc: ALTERNATE, oats/clover - clover (green manure) · soybean - spring wheat; 
CONVENTIONAL, soybean - spring wheat - barley; MINIMUM-TILL, soybean - spring 
wheat - barley. The 1988·1992 studies were supported in part by USDA USA Grant U-88-
12. 
®ifiCCtives: 
A. Me.a.sure yields and economic returns. 
B. Determine influence of farming system on soils' ability to supply plants with 
mineral nutrients. 
C. Measure effect of fanning system on soil temperatures, soil strength, bulk 
density, residue cover, and snow catch. 
D. Measure beneficial and Jwmful arthropod populations and measure insect 
damage. 
E. Compare populations of pJant feeding, predaceous and microbial feeding 
nematodes. 
F. Determine populations of fungi and bacteria, and measure mycorrhi7.al 
associations and soil fungistatic properties. 
0. Detennine effect of farming systems on earthworm populations. 
H. Determine weed species present and densities. 
I. Measure effect of farming systems on soil water contents. 
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Cultural Practices 
Fertilb:er and pesticide inputs in the Conventional, Ridge--till, and Minimum-till systems 
are based on current Plant Science Department recommendations. The cultural practice 
information for the various systems is listed in Tables 23-26. 
Table 23. Cultural practice information - farming systems studies, 1992. 
Study I 
Planting 
4ate 
,\ltema.te May 4 
Conventional 
Ridge-till 
Sqybcan 
Alternate 
Conventional 
Ridge-till 
Sprio1 Wheat 
Conventional 
•Ridge" ·till 
Qats/Alfalfi 
Alfalfa 
May 4 
May s 
May 13 
May 13 
May 13 
April 14 
April 14 
April 14 
Fertilizer 
N-P-K 
(lb/A) 
93-0-0 
90-0-0 
59-0-0 
Manure 
2.3 Tl A Dry Matter 
3.S2S-1.<4S�-
3.93S 
N·P·K 
Herbicide 
(Actual/A) 
Lasso D, 7 lb. band 
Lasso II, 7 lb. band, + 
Buctril 1 pt 
Treflan, 2 pt. 
Gramoxone 1 qt, Lasso 
II, 7 lb. band, Pursuit 4 
oz., Pinnacle .2S oz. 
Hoelon, 2 pt + Buctril, 
1 pt 
Hoelon, 2 pt. + Bucttil, 
1 pt. Fall sprayed with 
Roundup at 1 qt/ A, plus 
X-77-4 oz• 
NOTE: Seeding rat.es; Oats 74, Alfalfa 9.S, Spring Wheat 70, Com 21,000 seeds/A, Soybean 
180,000 seeds/ A. 
*Roundup applied for quackgrass and Canadian thistle control. 
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Table 24. Cultural practice information - farming systems studies. 
Study I 
Cgm 
Alternate 
Conventional 
Ridge-till 
Sgybean 
Alternate 
Conventional 
Ridge-till 
Spring Wheat 
Conventional 
•1odge•-till 
Oats{A1falfa 
Alfalfa 
Pre-Plant 
Harrow lx, field cultivate + 
harrow 
Disc 1 X, Field cultivate + 
harrow 
Harrow lX, field cultivate + 
harrow 
Disc 2X + harrow 1 X 
(incorporate herbicide) 
Disc IX, Field cultivate and 
harrow 
Field cultivate 
Disc + harrow 
Tillage 
Post-Plant 
Rotary hoe 2X and cultivate 
2X, fall chisel plow 
Cultivate 2X, fall chisel plow 
Cultivate 2X, ridge at last 
cultivation, chop stalks after 
harvest 
Rotary hoe 2X and cultivate 2X 
Cultivate 2X 
Cultivate 2X 
Fall plow 
Fall Chisel Plow 
Chisel plow IX in September 
Note: The "ridge"-till spring wheat was seeded with a hoe-drill. All row CIOJ>S in these 
stud.ia &JC planta:d in 36. raws. Field packet was used after seeding Oats/Alfalfa. 1be 
spring-u,otlt lwtow wu med early Jffl:ilWll 111 the alternate com and soybean a., an aid in 
11mtulating car.ly WCICd growdt, and tht!reby improving weed control with the final pre-plant 
dllagc openttion. 
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Table 25. Cultural practice information • farming systems studies. 
Fertili7.er 
Planting N-P-K Herbicide 
Study Il date (lb/A) (Actual/A) 
SJ)rin& Whau 
Alternate 
Conventional 
Minimum-till 
SQybqm 
Alternate 
Conventional 
Minimum-till 
Badey 
Conventional 
Minimum-till 
Oats/Clover 
Clover 
April 14 
April 14 
April 14 
May 13 
May 13 
May 13 
April 14 
April l4 
April 14 
32-0-0 
43-0-0 
23-0-0 
66-0-0 
Buctril, 1 pt. + 
Hoelon 2 pt. 
Buctril, 1 pt. + 
Hoclon 2 pt. 
Fall sprayed 
Roundup @ 1 qt/ A 
plus X·77 at 4 oz• 
Treflan, 2 pt. 
Lasso 7lb band, 
Pursuit at 4 oz., 
Pinnacle at .2S oz. 
Fall spray Roundup 
at l qt. plus X-77 at 
4 oz. 
Bronate, l 1h pt. 
Bn>nate 111.i pt. Fall 
1 qt Roundup plus X-
77 at 4 oz. 
Hand 
weeding 
(hr/A) 
NOTE: Seeding rates; Oats 74, Sweet Clover 4.5, Red Clover 4.S, Spring Wheat 70, Barley 
58, Soybean-180,000 seeds/A. A SO:SO mix of sweet clover and red clover has been used 
since 1987 in the alternate system. 
*Roundup applied for quackgrass and Canadian thistle control. 
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Table 26. Cultural practice information - farming systems studies. 
Study Il 
Sprin& Whr,at 
Alternate 
Conventional 
Minimum-till 
SQytgn 
Alternate 
Conventional 
Minimum-till 
Barley 
Conventional 
Minimum-till 
Oats/Clover 
Clover 
Pre-Plant 
Field cultivate + harrow 
Disc once + barrow 
H.anow lX 
Tillage 
Post-Plant 
Rotary hoe lX, fall chisel plow 
Fall plow 
Fall chisel plow 
Harrow lX, and field cultivate Rotary hoe 2X, cultivate 2X 
+ barrow IX 
Disc 2X + hanow 1 X Cultivate 2X 
(incorporate herbicide) 
Field cultivate + harrow 
Field cultivate 
Field cultivate + harrow 
Cultivate 2X 
Fall plow 
Fall chisel plow 
Mow IX and chisel plow in 
July, field cultivate in August 
Note: The min-till spring wheat and barley were seeded with a hoe-drill. The min-till 
soybeans were seeded with a ridge-till planter. A field packer was used after seeding 
Oats/Clover. 
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Table 27. Small grain yields, farming systems studies, 1992 
Yield 
(Bu/A)I 
Conventional 58.S 
"Ridge" -till .50.7 
Fl.SD.a, N.S. 
Yield 
{Bu/A) 
oats/ Alfalfa 54.6 
Yield 
(Bu/A) 
Conventional 62.6 
Alternate 68.7 
Minimum-till S6.I 
FLSD.05 6.2 
Yield 
(Bu/A) 
Conventional 86.3 
Minimum-till 74.0 
FLSD.05 N.S. 
Yield 
(Bu/A) 
..oawctovw SQ,5 
snm11 
S,grin& �bal var. Bu� 86 
Test 
wt. 
59.1 
'57.7 
N.S. 
Test 
wt. 
37.9 
1000 
Protein ,, Kemel wt 
14.7 
14.4 
N.S. 
Oats �I[. Don 
(g) 
34 • .5 
32.9 
N.S. 
1000 
Protein 4K> Kernel wt 
(g) 
10.18 32.9 
SnJDYII 
SRtin& �bw var, Bu"' 86 
Test 
wt. 
S8.7 
60.2 
57.0 
0.8 
Test 
wt. 
45.3 
44.S 
0.4 
Test 
wt. 
�9 
Height at 
Protein w, Harvest 
(in.) 
14.9 32.8 
13.8 37.4 
IS.O 34.2 
0.6 l.S 
Barley var, Bm211s 
1000 
Protein � Kernel wt 
12.0 
11..5 
N.S. 
Data var I Don 
(g) 
3'5.8 
36.1 
N.S. 
1000 
Protein % Kernel wt 
(g) 
10,02 33.3 
'Avg. of four nph'41lions. •t-4 .Stal� 1 =halthy 
Crown Rot 
Index• 
1 .74 
1.98 
N.S. 
1000 Kemd 
wt (g) Crown 
Rot 
Index• 
32.2 1.53 
37.4 1.47 
33.2 1.90 
1.2 N.S. 
Crown rot 
index . 
2.54 
2.10 
N.S. 
Table 28. 
Study I 
Conv. 
Ridge-Till 
Alternate 
PLSD.os 
StudJ n 
Conv. 
Min-Till 
Alternate 
Fl.SD.OS 
Soybean yields, Var. Simpson, Farming Systems Study, 1992 
Yield Protein 1000 Height Intemode 
(Bu/A)t3� (%) Seed (mm) Length 
Moisture wt (g) (mm) 
26.4 37.47 154.<,() 10.S 6.6' 
16.1 37.15 144.84 48.7 4.7 
28.S 37.85 1S7.2S 81.8 7.4 
4.1 N.S 7.40 6.7 0.7 
28.3 37.74 146.46 64.4 6.4 
17.6 38.22 146.56 46.7 S.4 
29.4 39.08 1S6.2S 71.8 6.4 
2.8 0.76 S.31 6.3 N.S. 
----SOybc3n Growth Data--
I Pods/ , Pods/ I Nodes Seed Wt/ 
plant node w/pods plant 
21.8 2.3 9.4 6.6 
20.1 2.3 8.8 4.9 
27.0 2.7 10.0 7.2 
4.2 N.S. N.S. 1.4 
22.4 2.6 8.8 S.1 
17.9 2.3 7.7 4.0 
2S.2 2.8 9.1 6.S 
3.9 N.S. N.S. 1. 1  
'Average rufour ft:Plicalioors 
1> Average length of first six intemodes, soybean growth data based on six plants removed at random from each replication. 
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Table 29. Com yields - farming systems studies. 
Slvdy I Com • Pioneer Hybrid 
Conventional 
Ridge -till 
Al�mate 
Fl.SD.as 
3790 
Yield (Bui A) No. 2 
(lS.SCX> moisture) 
65.4· 
44.8 
54.3 
4.4 
Influence of Nitrogen and Lasso on Com Yields in Alternate System. 
Treatment 
Check (Alternate) 
50 lb N 
Lasso n 7 lb -band 
SO lb N plus Lasso II 
FLSD.M 
1A verage of four rephcattons. 
Yields - (Bu/A) No.2 
54.3• 
S2.9 
58.0 
58.2 
N.S. 
Table 30. Forage crop yields • farming systems studies. 
Study I 
Alfalfa - Vernal 
Study n 
Cloverb 
Ist Cuttin& 
(June 3) 
1.73 
•• Cut 29 June - -
2.08 
2nd Cuttinc 
(July 15) 
2.06 
3rd Cuttin1 
(August 28) 
1.97 
Total 
Dry Matter 
(f/A) 
S.16 
2.08 
• Avg of four replications. 
"Forage not removed Tissue Analysis (% N -P -K): 
Alfalfa 1st cutting, 3.02 -0.214-2.01 
2nd cutting, 2.42-0.335-2. 76 
3rd cutting, 3.29 -0.274 -2.02 
2.40 -0.138 -1.26 
Ill 
II 
II 
iii 
II!! 
!Iii 
I . Ii 
ill 
ii 
'ti •"-�������������� _ _  ._. _  ... _ _  __ ... 
SptSnQ Wheat Yleldl • � 1. 1M&-1tt2 
II 
ii' 
p 
Ill 
ii' • 
I . iii 111 
.. 
"1 - �  
... 
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1992 YIELDS 
Yields of spring wheat and barley were excellent (Table 27), and were among the 
highest recorded in these studies (Fig. 1). In Study I the Conv. spring wheat out-yielded the 
R-T, which continues the pattern of all previou yem (rig". 1). In study D me All spring 
wheat was the highest yielding (Table 2'7). ho�� ovtr 11- pteYious Jell1 or lhi1 study 
there generally has not been a significant diffi� in spring wheat yields' between systems 
in Study Il. Test weight, plant height, and 1000 krmcl �t af All JPMI wheal were 
significantly higher lhm Conv and M-T and ptOtan was significantly lower (Table 27). 
Levels of both root JOl and scab were low m 1992, due in part to the cool growing season. 
The Conv. barley yields were higher than M·T which continues the pattern of most previous 
years. 
Soybean yields in the reduced-till systems (R-T and M-T) in both studies weie 
significantly lower than Alt and Conv (Table 28), which was similar to 1991 results (Fig. 2). 
Soybean growth in the reduced-till systems was noticeably reduced throughout the growing 
season, and the plant canopy did not close in these systems resulting in season-long we.ed 
problems. The continu.tng weed problems required post-emergent hcrbiddc applica1ions 
(Tables 23 and 2S). Snmling of soybean$ m the redu.ccd-tdl systems was flrst ob.saved in 
1990 when planes �re approximately 13% ahoner tban the Ah, bowgye.r, y1eJds in the 
reduced-till sysaems in 1990 were not reduced. A more severe stunting was observed in 
1991 and 1992, and in 1992 plant height was reduced 35-40% in the reduced-till systems 
compared to Alt (Table 28). Yield was also significantly reduced in these systems in both 
years (Fig. 2). In 1992 soybeans in the Conv systems were also shorter than Alt (Table 
28). Several other soybean growth parameters were significantly reduced in the R-T and M­
T systems in 1992, including internode length, 1000 kernel weight, number of pods/plant, 
and seed weight per pJant (Table 28). It is work noting that the pattern of reduced soybean 
growth was not evident until rather late in this study (6 yrs), and points out the necessity of 
long-term studies when evaluating different farming systems. Possible reasons for reduced 
soybe.an growth include cooler, more moist soil in the systems with no spring tillage (Tables 
24 and 26) which can restrict root development, herbicides applied in these systems as a 
result of increasing weed problems, and possibly the increase in dagger and pin nematode 
populations (Fig. 5). 
Com yields were apprmmwcly 509' � than those recorded in 1991, a refle.ction 
o.r the coal gmwm& season. Die � yidd mduction occurred in the R-T system (Table 
29). The li&hl fmst in late May append 10 c:aux. more injury to the corn in the R-T 
system, possibly a result of the cooler soils in this system that received no spring tillage. 
Because 1992 was Om final � for Stucly I we elected to superimpose fertiliur and 
herbicide treatments on com m the Alt �. In most previous years of this study com 
yidds Jn1 the Alt 5}'1tem have been Iowa- that lhose in Conv and R-T (Fig. 2). We suspected 
that a lack of nitrogen, higher foxtail populations, or perhaps .a combination of the� two 
factors may have been responsible for the lower yields. 1992 wa5 not a �ly good 
year to test these factors, but application of SO lb N, Lasso ll, or both in combination did not 
significantly increase yield of Alt com (Table 29). However, there was a trend toward 
increased yield in the Lasso n tteatments. 
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Although growing sea.son precipitation was slightly below the long-term average 
(Table 1). the cool growing season resulted in low wat.er lou due to evaporation and 
transpiration. These factors in combination with adequate subsoil moisture from the previous 
year's record rainfall resulted in excellent alfalfa yields (Table 30). As was the case in 
1991, the clover (green manure) produced in 1992 was a ,o:,o mix of red clover and yellow 
sweetclover. Clover yields were similar to those obtained in the previous year. 
ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE OF DIFFERENT FARMING SYSTEMS AT 
SDSU'S NORTHEAST STATION IN THE 1'92 CROP YEAR 
L.D. Henning and T.L. Dobbs1 
The relative economic perfonnance in 1992 of different fanning systems in the 
Farming Systems study at SDsu•s Northeast Research Station is briefly reported here. This 
is the Jast year in which trials will have been conducted for systems in Fanning Systems 
Study I. 
Cultural practices and crop yields that were discussed elsewhere in this report (Tables 
23-30) were used extensively in constructing our crop enterprise budgets for each farming 
system in Studies I and n at the Northeast Research Station. 
Federal farm program provisions (13.rget prices, loan rates, set aside requirements) 
and estimated crop product selling prices and Federal deficiency payment levels used in our 
budget calculations for the 1992 crop year are shown in Table 31. The Triple Base progr.un 
that was introduced in the 1991 crop year was still in effect for 1992. Under this program, 
farmers can not receive deficiency payments on 15 percent of each crop's program base. 
This portion of the base is referred to as the •Normal Flex• acres. Also, as usual, 
deficiency payments could not be received on the required set aside acres. No selling price 
was included for the clover in the alternative system in Study n because the clover is not 
harvested; rather it is tilled back into the soil as green manure. The prices used for fertilizer 
and herbicides have been updated to reflect 1992 prices, with nitrogen being priced at 
$.20/lb. Herbicide prices used in the budget calculations were taken from the 1992 SDSU 
CES Extension Extra 8012. 
Cost and profitability comparisons are shown in Table 32. The first five columns 
show: direct (operating) costs other than labor; poss income; and three measures of profit 
or net income for each farming system - all on a per-acre basis. The sixth (last) column 
shows one of the net income measurcs--net income over all costs except management-..on a 
whole farm basis, assuming a farm with S40 tillable acres. 
The alternative system was the most profitable of the three systems in Study I in 
1992, by any of the three net income measures (fable 32). As usual, direct costs were the 
lowest in the alternative system. This has been the case every year of the study. Also 
1Henmna is a Research Assistant and Dobbs it a Profouor of Apicultunl Economics. both iD the 
Department of Economics al SDSU. Support for &he ocooomica component of this research dwing 1992 was 
provided by SDSU A.Jocultwal Bxporimcmt Station Project H-191 and by U.S.D.A. Low-lnput/Sw11inable 
Agriculture (USA) Grant U-88-12. 
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contributing to the alternative system's relative profitability in 1992 was the fact that it bad 
the lbighcs& gnm mm� of � Llua: �� Net income over all eo5ll �,ccpt � 
for lhe 11� system (SS8/ae,e) wu mare than double dw. of AM a:u:1i  system 
($24/acre) in 1992. The ridge till system failed to cover •a11 costs except management•. 
In 1992, die alternative � � a Jarae part of its g:ros.s income from the high 
alfalfa yields and high alfalfa Rlllng � h yields were not as high in 1992 (5. 76 
T/acre) as they wue in 1991 (6'"34 TIKrCJ, bt.it the aeJJ.ina price for alfalfa was $20 higher 
in 1992 than it wu in 1991. This resulted in a net return over all costs except management 
of $32,791 on a whole farm basis for the alfalfa crop alone. The aross income for the 
alternative system wu at its highest level in the 8-year life of the study. Net returns over all 
costs except management for the alternative system in 1992 were also at the highest level 
ever. 
The c.onventional and ridge till systems in Study I both had very favorable spring 
wheat yields in 1992. The conventional system had a higher com yield than the alternative 
system, but it had a slightly lower soybean yield. The ridge till system had the lowest yield 
for both com and soybeans. In addition to low yields, the ridge till system had the highest 
costs for herbicide inputs, contributing to the lowest net income of the three systems in Study 
I. The conventional and the ridge till systems did not fare as well in 1992 because com and 
soybean yields, which take up a large portion of the acreage in these systems, were poor. 
In Study n, the conventional system was the most profitable and the minimum till 
system was the lea.st profitable, even though the minimum till system had a higher gross 
income than 1be. altl!malive systelll (Table 32). Direct costs per acre for the minimum till 
system were higher than in any other year of the study. This can be attributed to the 
unusually high amount of herbicides that were used in this system during 1992. Also, the 
gross income for the minimum till system was affected by it's low soybean yield. 
The conventional system's relative profitability in Study n is due largely to its high 
spring wheat and barley yields, which were higher than the spring wheat and barley yields 
for the minimum till system. Net incomes for the alternative and conventional systems in 
Study II were both quite a bit above their long-term averages, be.cause of the good small 
grain yields in 1992. Set aside requirements for 1992 were fairly low, which resulted in the 
alternative system in Study JI having substantially fewer acres in cash crops than the 
conventional system in Study JI; this contributed to the alternative system having lower net 
income than the conventional system. 
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Table 31. Assumptions about Federal Parm Program and 
Mar�et PriClCS Used in the 1992 Budp.t.t, 
com Anyruption 
� 
Codington County loan rate (S/bu.) 
Target price ($/bu.) 
Acreage reduction program (�) 
Nonna! Flex Acreage reduction (9') 
Deficiency payments ($/bu.) 
S.D. selling price ($/bu.) 
S,prine Wheat 
Codington County loan rate ($/bu.) 
Target price ($/bu.) 
Acreage reduction program ( 9') 
Nonna! Flex Acreage reduction (9') 
Deficiency payments ($/bu.) 
S.D. selling price ($/bu.) 
om 
Codington County loan rate ($/bu.) 
Target price ($/bu.) 
Acreage reduction program ( 9') 
Normal Flex Acreage reduction (9') 
Deficiency payments (S/bu.) 
S.D. selling price ($/bu.) 
Badey 
Codington County loan rate ($/bu.) 
Target price ($/bu.) 
Acreage reduction program (9f,) 
Normal Flex Acreage reduction (9f,) 
Deficiency payments ($/bu.) 
S. D. selling price ($/bu.) 
Sg:ybcans 
Codington County loan rate ($/bu.) 
S.D. selling price ($/bu.) 
Alfalfa 
S.D. selling price ($/ton) 
·Estimates for marketing year. 
1.S8 
2.7S 
s.o 
1S.O 
.flt 
2.cxr 
2.lS 
4.00 
s.o 
lS.O 
.6s· 
3.20· 
.81 
1.45 
0 
IS.O 
.10· 
1,35• 
1.31 
2.36 
5.0 
15.0 
_41• 
1.so· 
4.72 
s.2s· 
tiO.oo· 
·SO-
Table 32. Results of Farming Systems Analyses Based upon the 1992 Yields, Farm 
Program, and Prices. 
Dollar/Am 
-Net Jnc::ome Ov• 
Dnct 
Other 
Tbm 
Labor All Com All c.-. 
Except Lad, Except Lad 
Groa Labor and ad 
Sytteat 1ncomo Maaaammt Mlntaemmt 
:fmmn1 m,etm" 
� 
1. Alternative (oell· C6 176 
alfalfa-t0ybeen.s-c::om) 
2. Coavealional 
(com...oybeana- 1. 68 162 60 
wheat) 
3. llid,e Tall (corn· 
,oybeu.s- •. wbolt) 78 123 1 1  l 
fanni11 �l'.5tems 
Study II 
l. Allemuive (oell-
clover-soybcu-a. 32 llS 60 52 
wheat) 
2. C.OUveatioaal 
(soybmu-s. wheal- S7 172 81 71 
barley) 
3. MUlimwn Till 
(10ybea.H. wheat· 82 140 16 
buley) 
'Ciii_ps lii"ihown m ilii oid& ii wtiic'.li diEy oeeur m iiai 101.a1tcm. 
11For farm with S40 tillable acres. 
Whole 
Parm. 
Net 
IDccnm 
0v .  .u 
Coeu 
All Colt, Except 
Except Manaao 
Manaaeamt ....... 
($) 
" 31.SS8 
12,823 
·24 ·12,747 
26 14.013 
45 24.241 
·10 ·S.472 
.. 
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NEMATODE AND OLIGOCHAETE POPULATIONS 
Popu)ations of dagger nematodes OOphinema ammc;anum) in general followed trends of 
pn:vious years with the highest populations in the Alt and reduced-till systems (Fias 3 and 4) • 
An exception was the numbers of dauer nematodes in die R-T system in Study 1. in which 
numbers appear to be decUning compued to the Alt tyllem. Gmwdl of bodl com and IOybeln 
bas Ibo been declining in dMZ systems the last two years, and it is possible the poorel plant 
growth is limiting the populations of this obligate puuite. 
Popu)atioos of pin nematodes (llralJ)t&bw pqifdl&I) were highest in the Alt systems in 
both studies (Figs 3 and 4). Pin nematode numbcn mcrea.ted lharply in the Alt system in Study 
1 compared to previous years. Pin nematodes are very lilly and low populations probably do not 
restrict plant growth, however, high populations can iecluce yield. Populations of predaceous 
and microbial feeding nematodes were hi1hest in the Alt system in Study 1 and the M·T system 
in Study 2. Populations of both of these groups have genenlly tended upward in all systems 
over the course of these studies. The highest populations of Oligochaetes occuned in the Alt 
systems in both studies. 
The data in Figs 3 and 4 are average.. of all crops within a system, and thus do not allow 
comparisons of rotation effects within a system. Information in Figs 5 and 6 is the average 
number of nematodes mociated with a particular crop over the past four years. Popu)ations of 
dagger nematodes in the reduced-till systems in both studies were highest on soybean. while 
numbers in the Conv systems did not differ substantially between crops (Fig S). Pin nematode 
numbers on various crops in the rotations were nearly idelltical between the Conv. and R·T 
system in Study 1, and were slightly higher on soybean in the M� T system in Study 2. 
Populations of dagger nematodes in the Alt system in Study 1 were lowest on Oat/ Alf and 
increased over the course of the rotation (Fig 6). In Study 2 numbers of dagger nematodes were 
similar on crops within the rotations. Populations of pin nematodes were highest on soybean in 
the Alt systems in both studies, and declined substantially on all other crops in the rotations. 
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Surface Residues 
Surface residue counts were obtained after planting and following fall tillage. When 
averaged over all crops within a system the Alt systems provided the grt.atest degree of soil 
1urf1et protoetian in both stu� (Fig 7). Both the Alt and reduced-till systems met or exceeded 
30 � surface mid.De in both lp[ing and fall. Surface residues in the Conv systems were very 
low, part,.eulmy an tb£ spnng. 
�1 90.., 
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30 
STUDY I 
1992 Spring & Fall Residues 
:1 ,o...__.--� 
STUDY II 
1992 Spring & Fall Residues 
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10 
SPRING fAU. 
Fig 7. Surface residues in Study I and 2, 1992. 
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SOJL MOISTURE 
ran. mu �  hwd5 ID & deplh C'Jf f01Ir rm wwn � in Study 1. 1n the 0-6• soil layer 
&he. W\W!S1 mil moilli\lfec was in ill£ GUS/al&lfi and hlghcst mil moisture was in the R·T spriJII 
wflcat (Table 33). kl Iba 6-24• depth the bfJbest soil moisture occurred in the alfalfa. AJfa1fa ii 
generally IS.1Umed to place heavy demands on aoil moisture supplies, however, fall soil �  
levels in alfalfa in the 0.24• toil layer w• a,mparatively hi&h (Table 33). The low 
evaporation and tnnspiration in 1992 couplm wilb � � rainfall followm, 
incorporation of the alfalfa stand appal'Wly n:suhed in !ht hip mil - Soil moisture in 
the 2-4 foot soil depth did not difmt substa:ntwly � en,ps 1Dd &JS1Cml. 
Table 33. Fall soil moisture, Study 1 ,  1992. 
SYSTEM CROP 0-6 .. 
Alt. Oat/Alf 12.s• 
Alf 17.S 
Soybean 13.S 
Com 14.8 
Conv. Com 16.3 
Soybean 14.0 
Sp. Wheat lS.3 
R-T Com 16.0 
Soybean 16.0 
Sp. Wheat 18.0 
• Average of four replications. 
Soil Depth 
� Moisture 
6-24
11 24·36• 36-48. 
11.8 10.S 10.8 
1S.S 1 1.S 12.0 
13.0 10.8 1 1.8 
13.3 10.8 12.0 
13.S 12.3 1 1.8 
12.S 11 .3 12.0 
14.0 10.8 11.0 
13.8 10.S 12.0 
12.8 11 .0 12.0 
14.3 1 1.8 12.S 
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SOIL TF.ST RFSULTS 
Lr-'Cls of NO,..;N v.•cre mcasumd to a depth of four feet in Study 1. The R-T and Conv 
systems had approxurmtely two to llm:r times mcln: 0,-N in the G-4S- soil depth then did the 
Alic IJlleffl (Tabla: 34). 'Ibo di.,tribulicn oi N also differed considerably. In the Alt systan N 
was c:fmribuled approlim&tdy 50:50 bdwm1 the 0-2•• and 24-43• depths_ while in the Conv 
.and1 R� T �mt the di_strmuJion WU- lppNWmately 40:60 with the majority or the N below two 
feet. The hip N levels deep in lhe. mil profile in the Conv and R-T systems are an area of 
mnc:cm for both economic ant cnvimnmental ff.UDIU, and appan:nlly � .1 result or bdllizer 
appUcati.onl in aaeu of crop needs. An i:ncremc of N followin& 1be poor 1992 ac&n1 cn,p in � 
Qmv and ll�T � mi&ht have bor::I cq,ccu,ct Com in l1lese two IYStcml \la.s f£mfu:cd for 
a 120 bu/ A yield giiil and only about 1/2 of thit was obwncd. �y 90 lb of N was 
apptitd to com ln lhc Conv and. R-T aystm.s and only 60-85 lb. Wl:l'C removed by the crop. 
Aho contributing to ,  buildiq, or N in  the Conv and R-T systcn1 ts the tack of a deep-rooted 
crop such as alfalfa in the rotation (Table 34). 
Table 34. N03-N levels in Study I, Fall, 1992 
lbs N03-N/Depth 
Total N 
System Crop o-6" 6-24• 2,4.-36" 35-41" 0-43· 
Altemate Oat/Alf. 2.1· 6.S 6.30 11.0 25.8 
Alfalfa 12.5 15.7 6.9 7.4 42.4 
Soyb=ul 13.7 32.4 16.4 14.4 76.9 
Com 6.7 14.3 20.4 19.6 61.0 
System 
Avg: 8.8 17.2 12.S 13.1 51.S 
Cm)y. Com 18.1 70.7 31.S 45.4 165.7 
Soybean 6.3 28.4 46.8 52.2 133.6 
Sp. Wheat 13.3 33.2 48.1 40.3 134.9 
System 
Avg: 12.6 44.1 42.1 46.0 144.7 
Rid1e-Til1 Com 17.3 33.� 22.9 24.3 97.9 
Soybean 6.7 28.9 38.0 41.8 115.3 
Sp. Whe.at 13.4 23.S 24.7 2S.6 87.1 
System 
Avg: 12.S 28.6 28.S 30.6 100.1 
'Average of four replications. 
Levels of phosphorous in Study 1 were hi&hest in Alt soybean (Table 35). The soil test 
X levels were generally similar to those measured in 1991. while levels of orpnic matter 
increased compared to the previous year. 
Table 35. Soil test mutts, Study I, Fall 1992 
lbs 
System Crop p x � pH 
O.M. 
AU OafJAlf. 29- 337 3.8 6.4 
Alfalfa 28 292 3.6 6.3 
Soybean 48 303 4.0 6.1 
Com 30 27S 3.8 6.3 
Conv. Com 37 290 4.1 6.0 
Soybean 41 350 3.6 6.4 
Sp. Wheat 26 33S 3.4 6.7 
R-T Com 37 311 3.8 6.3 
Soybean 24 319 3.S 6.4 
Sp. Wheat 27 297 3.6 6.S 
•Average of 4 replications, 0-6• soil depth. 
Fall NO,-N levels in the 0.24" IOil depth in Study 2 nnaecl from 12-82 lbs/A (Table 36). 
Soil test levels of both P and K were similar to thoae recorded in 1991. Organic matter levels 
generally increased slightly compared to 1991. 
Table 36. Soil test reaults, Study D, Fall, 1992. 
lb 
NO,-N p K � pH 
O.M. 
System Crop 0-6" 6-24" 0-6" 0-6" ().6" 0-6" 
Alt. Oat/Clover 2.3• 9.3 13 310 3.S 6.3 
Clover 33.8 48.1 12 300 3.S 6.1 
Soybean 6.S 47.8 27 328 4.0 S.9 
Sp. Wheat 6.6 16.2 16 320 3.4 6.4 
Conv. Soybean 7.4 26.7 21 310 3.S 6.0 
Sp. Wheat 13.1 S0.8 14 300 3.2 6.4 
Barley 17.2 3S.9 17 308 3.3 6.2 
M-T Soybean 11.1 24.6 24 30S 3.9 6.0 
Sp. Wheat 11.2 23.S 12 308 3.3 6.4 
Barley 9.9 19.6 13 318 3.4 6.4 
•Average of four replications. 
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NITROGEN RELA TIONSRIPS 
Fall NO,-N levels associated with the various crops in the systems in Study 2 averaged 
over a thfee..year period (199().1992) are graphed in Fig 8. Levels of NO,-N in the Alt system 
varied substantially across crops (9x), whereas levels in the Conv and M·T were less variable 
( <2x). The levels of N0.3-N were consistently higher in the Collv system compared to M·T, 
even though the M-T system has received more N fertilizer and also bas had lower crop yieJdl 
the past three years. 
The variability in plant-available N in the Alt system is part of the •rotanon-effect• that 
allows the ·system to mainwn adequate levels of weed control without the use of herbicide.1. 
Weeds are at a competitive disadvantage in this system because of the sequence of crops relative 
to high levels of N. The rotation begins with oats oversceded with clover. Oats are competitive 
with weeds and also utilize much of the N remaining after the spring wheat crop. Clover is a 
legume and is able to meet it's own N requirements, and thus is also competitive with weeds. In 
the second year of the rotation the established clover outgrows weeds early in the season. The 
clover crop is mowed and partially incorporated in early summer (green manure), and by fall N 
levels have substantially increased. The soybean crop in the third year of the rotation no doubt 
utilizes some of the N produced by the clover, but it also produc.es N and levels of NO,-N 
remain moderately high. The fourth crop in the rotation hu high N requirements and N levels 
drop substantially following spring wheat. The rotation resumes with oat/clover and a 
subsequent increase in N levels (Fig 8). In contrast to the Alt system the N levels in the Conv 
and M-T remain at moderate to high levels across all crops in the rotations. These N levels 
coupled with less weed competitive crops provide conditions more conducive for weed growth 
which in tum leads to the need for continuing herbicide applications. 
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Fig 8. Fall NO,-N levels following various crops in the Alternate, Conventional and Minimum· 
till systems in Study 2, 1990-1992. 
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WEED POPULATIONS 
Grassy wec;d numbers and biomass in Study I we.re highest in R-T corn (Table 37). The 
highest numbers of broadleaves occurred in the Conv and R·T spring wheat. Weed populations .. 
in general were higher in the Conv and R-T systems in 1992 than in previous years of this 
study. The unusual weather patterns resulted in erratic herbicide performance in these and other 
studies (I'ablcs 17 &. 18). Based on results in c:ompaniors wml control studies (Table IS), corn 
yiel4 loucs due to f'mr:a.il .ranged from 5 buahe.11 In ll-T c.o 2 bushels in All. Estimated soybQR 
yield Ion. due to weeds was minimal in all 1)'$1Cms. 
Table 37. 
System 
Alt. 
Conv 
Weed populations in Study 1 
Crop 
Oat/Alf 
Alfalfa 
Soybean 
Com 
Com 
Soybean 
Sp. Wheat 
Number 
761 
2S 
92 
61 
S4 
45 
Grass 
Biomass 
160" 
258 
310 
109 
Number 
20 
6 
s 
4 
7 
33 
Broadleaves 
Biomass 
149 
261 
1 
R-T Com 149 539 3 19 
Soybean 17 16 4 102 
Sp. \Vb.eat 38 33 
'A vcrage of four replications, num6ers/3 ft2 
�Dry weight in lbs/ A 
Grasses were primarily foxtail, broadleaves were primarily redroot pigweed, Kochia, R\Wian 
thistle and lambsquartcr. 
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In Study 2 the highest populations of grassy weeds occumd in M· T barley (Table 38). 
Populations of both grasses and broadleaves were lowest in soybean in all systems. Ovc:rall, die 
lowest weed populations in Study 2 occurred in the Conv system. In contrast to soybeans in 1be 
Conv and Alt systems, the dominant grass in M·T soybeans was quackgrass. Popu]ations of 
downy brome were moderately high in M· T barley. Canadian thistle occurred most frequently 
in �e Conv system. 
Table 38. Weed populations in Study 2 
System Crop Grass Quackgrass Downy Broa.dleaves 
Brome thistle 
Ah Oat/Clover 63• 0 < 1 115 < 1 
Clover 
Soybean 16 0 0 6 0 
Sp. Wheat 70 0 0 30 0 
Conv. Soybean < 1 0 0 2 < 1 
Sp. Wheat 7 0 0 23 < 1 
Barley 15 0 < 1 25 0 
M�T Soybean 8 7 0 3 0 
Sp. Wheat 25 0 0 40 < 1 
Barley 91 0 IS 19 0 
'Average of four rephcauons, numbers/3 fr 
Grasses were primarily foxtail, broadleaves were primarily Kochia, Russian thistle, redroot 
pigwced, smartweed, lambsquarter and wild buckwheat . 
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